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Fight against terrorists underway outside Afghanistan
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. military
officials are making it clear publicly that
Afghanistan isn't the only country where
American forces are fighting — or planning
to fight — terrorist networks.
They won't say where, but other areas
known as hide-outs for terrorist Osama bin
Laden's al-Qaida network include Somalia,
Yemen. Sudan and the Chechnya region of
Russia. All are predominantly Muslim, with
vast, war-ravaged areas under little or no
central government control.
The Afghanistan war's commander,
Army Gen. Tommy Franks, gave one of the
strongest indications yet about the shadowy
aspects of the U.S. military campaign.
Speaking to The Associated Press
Tuesday on the USS Theodore Roosevelt

aircraft carrier, Franks Said overt and covert
U.S. military operations are "going on in a
great many places."
Those operations "are designed to do
away with these pockets of terrorism,"
Franks said without giving details.
"I think General Franks was being vague
for an obvious reason," said Army Col.
Richard Thomas, spokesman for U.S.
Central Command, which Franks heads.
"There's a lot of stuff going on. Some of it
you get to report, some of it you don't."
Defense Department officials have said
they are focusing on rooting out al-Qaida
and their former Taliban sponsors from
Afghanistan. They also have stressed that
the fight won't end there, and have mentioned several countries where al-Qaida

operates or that sponsor terrorism.
One of those countries is Yemen, the
native country of bin Laden's wealthy construction magnate father, the late
Mohammed Bin-Awad Binladin.
State Department spokesman Philip
Reeker on Wednesday denied reports that
the United States had asked Yemen to allow
U.S. forces to participate in the hunt for alQaida members there. Yemeni troops have
been searching for members of the terrorist
network since Dec. 18, and at least 24 solders and six tribesmen have been killed.
U.S. officials hold al-Qaida responsible
for the Sept. 11 terror attacks and the 2000
bombing of the USS Cole in a Yemeni harbor which killed 17 sailors.
In Somalia, guerrillas believed to be

trained by bin Laden's group shot down two
U.S. helicopters during a 1993 peacekeeping mission, resulting in the deaths of 18
American soldiers. Americans have been
meeting with local Somali leaders recently
and the Pentagon has said they are not from
the military.
Bin Laden spent several years living in
Sudan before leaving for Afghanistan in
1996. The United States hit a Sudanese factory with missiles in 1998 in response to the
U.S. Embassy bombings in Kenya and
Tanzania. Although- al-Qaida was linked to
the bombings, controversy continues over
whether the Sudanese plant was making
chemical weapons components, as the

•See Page 2

Israel
raids West
Bank town

Murray MP
company ordered
to report
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A Kentucky
National Guard Military Police company
based in Murray has been ordered to report
on Jan. 2 for likely mobilization into active
duty.
The 438th MP company has 124 soldiers.
All told, about 1,700 Kentucky Guard
members have been placed on active duty

III See Page 2

Where
Are You?

JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli
troops arrested seven suspected
Islamic militants in an incursion
into the West Bank town of Hebron
early today (Thursday), prompting
Palestinian complaints that Israel is
sabotaging cease-fire efforts.
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon,
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
The receivers calculate locations
meanwhile, assured activists from
Staff Writer
based on the satellite signals.
his hard-line Likud Party that he,
Two local law enforcement agenIn all, the transportation cabinet
not moderate Foreign Minister
cies recently received equipment provided over $900,000 through
Shimon Peres, would manage future
that will help them better record hazardous elimination funds to purpeace negotiations with the
precise traffic crash location infor- chase approximately 5.500 units.
Palestinians. Peres has been talking
mation and improve the state's data Sheriff's departments in Ballard.
to Palestinian Parliament Speaker
reporting capabilities.
Marshall and
Ahmed Qureia about the framework
The Calloway County Sheriff's McCracken
for a possible peace deal.
•Office and
Murray
State
counties,
"When the day comes for peace
University's Public Safety
as well as
talks, I will run them ... in coordinaDepartment received Global
the Benton
tion, of course, with the foreign
Positioning System (GPS)
Police
minister, but I will run them."
Department.
locators
from
the
Sharon said.
Kentucky
GPS
received
Also, Israel insisted it will not let
Transportation
locators from the
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
Cabinet. Both
cabinet.
KRISTv H1Dr',
attend Orthodox Christmas celebra'FF1 Ledger & TImes photo
Calloway
agencies
count
STILL GOING STRONG ... Folks were out after Christmas Wednesday picking up bargains and
tions in Bethlehem, which will be
received
Sheriff Stan Scott said. the
held Jan. 6 according to the
braving long lines — again — as in Ginger's Hallmark store here.
five localocators will come in particuOrthodox calendar. unless he arrests
tors.
larly handy filling out state accithe assassins of an Israeli Cabinet
"What
dent forms. The forms, he said, call
minister.
for the exact location of the accident
they
are
Israel drew worldwide criticism
to be recorded, using mile markers
designed for is
for barring Arafat from this week's
as guideposts.
to
precisely
Christmas festivities in Jesus' tradilocate a traffic acciSince some county roads do not
tional birthplace.
dent," said Capt. Larry Nixon of the have mile markers, exact locations
Despite the tensions, Israeli and
safety
public
department. are sometimes difficult to deterPalestinian security commanders
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
"Obviously, we'll have more ways mine.
she said. "Everything has gone so smoothly."
met Wednesday, with Israel agreeStaff Writer
to use them."
"With the GPS locators, the offiShe said the only Christmas crisis she faced this
ing to ease some restrictions on
Retail business may be slow in other parts of the
GPS is a space-based radio posi- cers will be able to pinpoint the
year was at the store's Christmas Open House where
Palestinians in the Gaza Strip,
country, but not in Murray.
tioning system that provides 24- exact location where the accident
two women almost went to blows over the last "Dora
including reopening the Rafah
Local retailers were swarmed with crowds for
hour three-dimensional position, occurred," Scott said. "It's just
the Explorer" doll.
crossing between Gaza and Egypt.
velocity and time information to upgrading technology."
after Christmas sales. But according to store owners
"We have gone through at least 50 of those this
Palestinian officials said Israel
Both MSU officers and sheriff's
and managers. there were many buyers and very little year," Verwey said. "It is our best seller."
suitably equipped user anywhere on
also agreed to let the Palestinian
deputies will undergo training to
return items.
or near the surface of the earth.
Several other storeowners have said they have had
Authority rebuild the landing strip
GPS uses the characteristics of operate the new locators.
"We haven't had any returns yet, but of course it
more shoppers than returners. "I was expecting a lot
at Gaza International Airport. which
Nixon said Mars training will
radio transmissions for determining
is only 11 a.m.," Krissi Verwey, owner of
of returns, but everyone's buying," said Kathey
was torn up by Israeli bulldozers
a location. Satellite-based transmit- be done in-house, while training
Playtelligence, said yesterday morning.
Beach, assistant manager of Dawahares."I guess
earlier this month in response to
ters broadcast timing information, classes for the other agencies will
This is the store's first Christmas and Verwey said everyone got a little bit of Christmas money and
attacks by Palestinian militants.
satellite location information and be offered through the Gra% cs
she was not at all disappointed in sales.
However, Israeli
Defense
satellite health information to GPS County Sheriff's Department.
"I've had a good turnout and a good response,"
Page
2
See
Ministry adviser Yarden Vatikay
receivers.
said that the rebuilding still required
Israeli Cabinet approval.
Before dawn Thursday. Israeli
troops entered Palestinian-controlled areas of Hebron and arrested
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — Tobacco to ‘ote on the referendum.
burley leaf is now sold under contract directly
Henry West. president ot the Burley
seven suspected members of the
growers nationwide will be asked to decide
If approved, the referendum would require to cigarette companies, instead of at open auc- Tobacco Growers Cooperative, said he
Hamas and Islamic Jihad groups,
expects "the overwhelming majority" of
Palestinian security officials said. whether they want federal graders on hand at USDA tobacco graders to be present at any tions.
"As auctions are being circumvented more. growers to vote to place federal graders in
The detainees were students at a all types of sales, including contract sales type of tobacco sale to examine each bundle
of tobacco and assign a grade, based on the the farmers are concerned that the tobacco grading stations and at all kinds of tobacco
Hebron university. The army con- directly to cigarette companies.
The vote, to be conducted by the U.S. leaf's quality.
isn't being graded," Duncan said. "We don't
firmed the raid.
sales.
Department
of
Agriculture,
is
"mingives
not
The
yet
the
federal
have the authority the grade tobacco that is
schedtobacco
grade
a
The
Palestinian
Authority
Philip Morris USA,the largest purchaser of
uled but will take place sometime before imum price" so buyers representing tobacco sold directly,just the auctions."
accused Israel of trying to sabotage
U.S.
tobacco, opposes the referendum.
March 31. John Duncan, deputy adminstrator companies could not offer less than the price
"We're (federal graders)just there to apply
Arafat's cease-fire efforts, saying in
"In
our receiving stations, we're using
an unbiased grade that serves as a bridge
a statement that: "The Israeli escala- for tobacco programs for the USDA, said required by the grade.
Most tobacco companies do not use feder- between the producer and the buyer," he Philip Morris graders," said Philip Morris
tion is a clear indication that Wednesday.
Sharon's government is still continDuncan said that approximately 500.000 al graders in their contracting stations, which added. "It gives the producer an idea of what spokeswoman Kim Farlow.
uing its war against the Palestinian farmers nationwide, the number of growers have come to dominate in the industry in the kind of product he has and gives the buyer a
"We feel our own employees best know
people."
eligible for price supports, would be eligible last two years. The majority of flue-cured and chance to compare."
what we need to make our products."

New devices for sheriff's office,
MSU Public Safety can give
pin-point location information

Post-Christmas time still
busy for local businesses

Tobacco growers to vote on federal graders at sales
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Suit filed to force redistricting
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Republicans went to court
Wednesday to try to force the
General Assembly to draw new congressional and legislative district
lines, or have a judge do it instead.
The lawsuits were filed in
Franklin County Circuit Court and
U.S. District Court in Louisville.
Lawyers said redistricting cases usually land in state courts, with federal
courts stepping in if state judges fail
to act.
The suits ask judges to set a deadline for the legislature to draw new
boundaries to comply with the population shifts recorded in the 2000
census. If the legislature fails to do
so, the suit asks the courts to draw
new boundaries and establish a new
filing deadline for the May primary

elections to give candidates time to Brown III along with House Speaker
Jody Richards and Senate President
ponder their races.
Census material from which new David Williams.
Williams, the only Republican
boundaries could be drawn has been
defendant, blamed Patton and House
available for many months.
"It's a shame that this matter Democrats for the redistricting
couldn't have been worked out in impasse. Williams insisted that
Frankfort by the governor and the redistricting agreements were all but
General Assembly," said Bob Gable, in place on several occasions, but
a former Kentucky GOP chairman "each time, different groups of
and president of Kentuckians for Democrats" complicated what he
Fair Redistricting, a nonprofit panel called the "most fair process in history and caused it to stall."
that is underwriting the suit.
statement
on
Gov. Paul Patton, who declined
Williams'
to call a special legislative session in Wednesday was the first indication
the absence of any agreement on there had been anything approachnew boundaries,said redistricting is ing an agreement on redistricting
a legislative issue. Of the suit, among the House and Senate or
Patton said it will be up to the courts among Republicans and Democrats.
The plaintiffs are six voters who
to determine the outcome.
Patton was named as a defendant, live in congressional districts that
along with Attorney General Ben the suit contends have too much
Chandler, Secretary of State John Y. population, thereby diluting the

influence of their votes.
The Constitution generally
requires legislative districts of
roughly equal population so the
weight of each vote is equivalent.
The suit contends that more than
half of the legislature's districts are
outside of the generally accepted
guidelines of5 percent over or under
the mathematical ideal.
Kentucky's population grew
from 3,685,296 in 1990 to 4,041,768
in 2000.
A mathematically ideal congressional district — Kentucky has six
— would include 673,628 people.
Each of the state's 38 state Senate
districts should ideally have a population of 106,362 and each of the
100 House districts should include
40,418 people.
The legislature convenes in its
regular session on Jan. 8.

Patton aide charged with
burglarizing frat house
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Gov. Paul Patton's deputy chief of staff has
pleaded innocent to a charge that he burglarized a University of Kentucky
fraternity house.
Todd Allen Bledsoe's lawyer said he believes his client was suffering
from stress and is severely depressed.
"We have gotten help for him." attorney Brent Caldwell said of
Bledsoe, 26.
Bledsoe was arrested Dec. 21. He was detained by witnesses at the PI
Kappa Alpha Fraternity house until UK police arrived just after 12:30 p.m.
after the witnesses saw him go into several dormitory rooms, police said.
A police report gives few details other than saying Bledsoe walked into
several dormitory rooms. According to the report, Bleclsoe told police "he
gets thrills by doing things he is not supposed to do."
The police report doesn't allege that anything was stolen or that
Bledsoe intended to harm anyone. Caldwell said police found no weapons
and said Bledsoe cooperated with them.
"This was clearly not burglary at all," said Caldwell, who said he will
try to have the charges dismissed or reduced to a misdemeanor.
Caldwell said he didn't know why Bledsoe went into the fraternity
house.

Lowes man arrested in
shooting, kidnap attempt
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD, Ky. — A Lowes
man was arrested Wednesday after
an alleged shooting and attempted
kidnapping.
Kentucky State Police received a
call at 4:57 a.m. Wednesday reporting a shooting at the residence of
Joel K. Gifford, 47, in Lowes. Upon
arrival, KSP troopers and Graves
County sheriff's deputies found
KATHY WILLENS,AP Photo Gifford with multiple gunshot
POST-CHRISTMAS RUSH ... Shoppers sort through scarves marked down 50 percent from the wounds. Gifford later died.
According to a KSP report, the
regular price, Wednesday, Dec. 26, 2001, at Bloomingdale's in New York. Bargain-hunters took
accused,
Richard Kevin Scott, 34,
advantage of post-Christmas sales Wednesday, but even if sales are brisk this week, it probably
allegedly broke into Gifford's home.
won't save retailers from their worst shopping season in a decade.
Scott then took his 8-year-old son
from the residence. As the two left
the home, Scott began shooting at
Gifford, striking him multiple times.
Scott would eventually exit the
The Place owner Gaye Haverstock said their store
From Front
home and then return to shoot
had several returns this year, but no more than any
wanted to spend."
other year.
Beach said she expected spending to be down this
"It's gone very smoothly," she said. "We've found
year with the current economic situation.
them something else in the store or exchanged their
"I thought the buying was pretty much over. But so
size."
far today, we've been doing the same amount as last
She said sales for this year are slightly down from
Staff Report
year,- she said.
the year before, but she blames timing instead of the
Murray Ledger & Times
Liz Miller, manager for Goody's here, said she has
economy.
MAYFIELD, Ky. — A Wingo
seen several exchanges this year and some returns.
"I don't think we're quite as busy as years past, but
man was killed early. Wednesday
"We are having returns but we're having multiple
I think it is, because it is in the middle of the week,"
morning just alew miles outside of
sales with it," she said.
Haverstock noted.
Mayfield
after his vehicle left the
quite
a
surprise.
She said the crowd of shoppers was
"If this had fallen on a weekend I think we would
roadway.
"I am a lot busier than I expected."
have seen more."
Ronald R. Page, 41, was traveling north on U.S. 45 when his vehicle, a 1994 Mercury, left the roadway and struck a driveway culvert.
The vehicle continued north and

• Businesses ...

Gifford several more times at close and lodged on charges of murder,
range, the report stated.
first-degree burglary, custodial
KSP Trooper Barry Meadows interference and fourth-degree
told today's (Thursday's) Paducah assault.
Sun that the home was also occupied
According to The Sun article, an
by Scott's former wife, Terry autopsy performed at the West
Gifford, age unknown. Meadows Kentucky Regional Forensic Center
told the paper that Joel Gifford was in Madisonville indicated that Joel
Terry's Gifford's estranged husband. Gifford died from hemorrhaging. He
Charges were filed against Scott reportedly was hit in the head and
for assaulting Terry Gifford, but she chest with 10 shots from at least two
was not hurt in the incident.
weapons, a shotgun and a small-calMeadows told The Sun that iber handgun.
Scott's son followed him back into
An investigation is continuing by
the house during the second round KSP detectives, with the assistance
of shooting. When he finished, Scott of the Graves County Sheriff's
returned to his pickup truck and Department and Graves County
drove away, leaving his son behind. Coroners Office. Scott is currently
The child received no injuries.
being held at the Graves County
Authorities followed Scott to his Detention Center on $500,000 cash
residence, where he came out and bond, and will appear in Graves
surrendered. He was then taken to County District Court today
the Graves County Detention Center (Thursday).

Wreck claims Wingo man's life
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From Front
or notified they will probably be called to full-time duty in Operation
Enduring Freedom, the antiterrorism effort.
Many of the Kentucky Guard members are handling security detail at
regular Army locations, and some are scheduled to be sent to military posts
in Europe for similar duty.

(December,2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.00°.Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details.

•
• -Alti\

Department,
Mayfield/Graves
County EMS and the Kentucky
Department of Transportation also
assisted at the scene.
The reason Page's vehicle left the
roadway is unknown,according to a
press release from the Kentucky
State Police. An investigation is
continuing by KSP accident reconstructionist Robert Hatcher, with
assistance from the Graves County
Sheriff's Department.

• Murray ...
Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

idOeit

struck another culvert, causing it to
go airborne. When the vehicle finally landed, it flipped over onto its top
and slid into a third culvert. The
vehicle then caught fire and slid to a
final rest on its top.
U.S. 45 was blocked off for
approximately four hours while the
Graves County Rescue Squad extricated Page from the vehicle. The
Graves
County
Sheriff's
Department, the Wingo Fire

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
Ad #99ANNOC,

• Fight .••
From Front
United States claimed, or pharmaceuticals.
Bin Laden's network also has ties to Chechnya, the breakaway Russian
region where Muslim fighters have battled government troops for years.
Russian President Vladimir Putin has portrayed the fighting as Russia's battle against terrorists, and U.S. criticism of Russia's handling of the conflict
all but disappeared after Sept. 11.
U.S. military officials also are quick to point out that al-Qaida is believed
to have operations in 50 to 60 countries worldwide, leaving open the possibility of military action in other countries as well. President Bush has criticized Iraq for refusing to allow United Nations weapons inspectors into the
country, although he has not linked Iraq to the Sept. 11 attacks.

Mr. Postman/Rare Treasures
Sending you the bestfor the
New Year and Thanking you for your
business during ourfirst year
of ownership.

HOLIDAY HOURS
Christmas Eve —9 a.m.-Noon
Christmas Day — Closed
New Year's Eve — Closed
New Year's Day — Closed
REGULAR HOURS resume on
January 2
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon-Fri.
Bel-Air Shopping Center • 922 S. 12th St.
753-8400 • e-mail: gogoshipeaol.com
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Sony Hi-Scan 10801T" Projection
Televisions. It's all in the details.
In a place called Sony.
Years of perfecting the protected 'linage have gone
into the latest Sony Protection Television With Sony's
proprietary Digital Reality Creation TN' [DRC) circuitry
you'll get an image with four times the resolution of
a conventional set from any source Connect an
external High-Definition receiver, and you'll be
mesmerized by a ful 10801 image And for truer
film reproduction that s completed unrivaled, Sony's
CineMotionrm reverse 3-2 pull-down technology
portrays the integrity of more natural film-like
images the way they were intended to be seen
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FIGHTING THE BLAZE ... An unidentifed firefighter sprays water on the flames to stop them
creeping closer to houses in the suburb of Blaxland, near Sydney, Australia, Thursday.

Missing boy's body found;
apparently fell into lake
SILSBEE, Texas (AP) — A 6year-old boy whose body was recovered from a lake after he disappeared
during a family hike was described
as an outspoken and fearless kindergartner who enjoyed climbing trees
and playing video games.
Family members had puzzled for
days over Ira Clutter's disappearance because he wasn't one to run
off, his father, Randy Clutter said.
"We just kept thinking we would
find him," Clutter said. "Nobody
thought he was in the water."
Hundreds of volunteers spent
days searching the rocky, brushy terrain and dirt trails in Possum
Kingdom State Park, about 130

miles west of Dallas. Clutter, who is
legally blind, searched alongside
those who came from across the
state to help.
Divers recovered Ira's body
Wednesday from the lake where
family members least suspected he
would be found.
"It appeared like he fell from a
large rock. He was found in 24 feet
of water near the bottom," said
Kristin Everett, a spokeswoman for
the Texas Department of Parks and
Wildlife. "Investigators found a skid
mark real close to where he was
found. We believe he was exploring
the shore line and he fell in."
Billie Kyles, principal at

More than 100
leads in search for
Chicago toddler
CHICAGO (AP) — Detectives
Anderson said she was waiting in
followed up on tips as far away as line to refund the tickets when the
Arizona and Oregon in their search woman disappeared with Jasmine.
for a toddler reported to have been
Officials interviewed witnesses
taken from a bus station on at the bus station, all of whom supported Anderson's story, leading
Christmas Eve.
Authorities also distributed 1,500 police to believe they are investigatpictures of 16-month-old Jasmine ing a rare abduction case.
"Nothing at this point points to
Anderson on Wednesday to law
enforcement agencies nationwide, the family," Sgt. Mark Hawkins
said Chicago police department said. "Everything she told us has
spokesman Pat Camden said.
checked out."
Jasmine's father, Greg Knowles,
The child's mother, Marcella
Anderson, scoured photos of sus- arrived in Chicago on Wednesday
pects but couldn't identify the from Milwaukee and was queswoman who she says befriended her, tioned again by FBI agents, officials
offered her a ride and then took her said, as a matter of routine. He
already had been questioned by
child.
"The only thing I see is my agents in Milwaukee and police said
baby's face," she said. "I tried to they do not consider him a suspect
picture the lady, but all I can see is in Jasmine's disappearance.
"I miss her a lot," Knowles said.
my baby. She's a bundle of joy.
"I want to know where she is, and I
She's too friendly, like me."
Anderson said she and her two want whoever has her to give her
daughters were waiting for a bus to back. I would love to be able to see
Milwaukee at the Greyhound station my daughter again and know she's
Monday when a woman approached OK."
Hundreds of thousands of chilthe family. The woman, who
Anderson said had a name tattooed dren are reported missing each year,
on her neck, offered to give them a but only 200 to 300 of those cases
ride home to Milwaukee. She also turn out to be abductions by
offered to hold Jasmine while strangers. There have been only five
Anderson took her other daughter, confirmed cases in Chicago involv3-year-old Alicia, with her to the ing strangers over the last 15 years.
ticket counter.

Hotel fined, overcharged
9/11 stranded travelers
$139 rooms for $399
HICKSVILLE, N.Y.(AP)— A Days Inn hotel that overcharged stranded
travelers for rooms after the Sept. II terrorist attacks has agreed to pay a
$9,500 penalty, state Attorney General Eliot Spitzer said.
The hotel raised rates for some rooms from a posted rate of $139 to $399
a night.
At the time, air traffic was shut down nationwide and many travelers were
stranded in the NeW York metro area in need of accommodation
A state of emergency was declared in New York after the terrorist attacks.
and the law forbids raising prices for vital goods and services during an
emergency.
The Long Island hotel is paying $9,500 in penalties and court costs and
has agreed to give refunds to overcharged consumers, Spitzer said.
Gerard Lynch, assistant general manager of the Days Inn, called it an
"oversight." He said only a few customers were overcharged and they were
offered refunds.
"It wasn't any type of action of greed or anything like that," Lynch said
"As soon as we understood the magnitude of the situation, our prices were
lowered."

Robinson Elementary School in
Silsbee, said Ira was an outspoken
student who was eager to discuss his
faith. A Jehovah's Witness, Ira often
would sit in Kyle's office during
holiday or birthday celebrations,
which conflicted with his religious
beliefs.
"To tell the truth, my heart is
breaking," Kyles said."I'm going to
miss him."
Clutter said the discovery of Ira's
body brought closure to the family
after a very difficult four days of not
knowing what had happened to his
son. "He was pretty much a fearless
little fella," Clutter said. "He was
not intimidated by anybody, really."

The widescreen wonder
of Sony Projection TV.
In a place called Sony.
The incredible Sony Widescreen. The larger-than-life
169 aspect ratio screen presents widescreen
programming across every square inch of
display-more like the original movie theater. Sony's
CineMotion'm Reverse 3-2 pull down technology
portrays more natural film-like images the way they
were intended to be seen. Add an external High Definition receiver and discover a 10801 image that
IS simply awesome.
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Friday last
day to change
parties
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Friday, Dec. 28, is the last day
for voters to change their party
affiliations before the May 2002
primary election.
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey Jr. said changes that are
mailed in to his office will be
accepted if they are postmarked
on or before Dec. 28.
For further information, call
the county clerk's office at 7533923
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CineMotion
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0% interest
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The widescreen wonder
of Sony Projection W.
In a place called Sony.
The incredible Sony Widescreen. The larger-than-life
16:9 aspect ratio screen presents widescreen
programming across every square inch of
display-more like the original movie theater. Sony's
CineMotion'm Reverse 3-2 pull-clown technology
portrays more naturai film-like images the way they
were intended to be seen. Add an external HighDefinition receiver, and discover a 1080i image that
is simply awesome.
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Cal's Thoughts
By CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist

Trivial Pursuits
9/1 1 has changed consider what differences the terrorist and others who escaped with their lives from to be square. Those who always thought
everything, including the attacks have made.
the World Trade Center or the Pentagon is square was "in" didn't chase the trends and
way we look at this
Chief among them must surely be that expressing ingratitude this Christmas.
simply stayed in one spot, waiting for culChristmas. The daily por- things which seemed important pre-9/1 I are
An acquaintance writes to tell of nearly ture to come to its senses and return to the
traits in The New York less important, or even trivial now. One def- losing her baby daughter to a cancerous place they never left.
Times of lives lost in the inition of the word trivial offers perspective: tumor. Surgery was successful, but she and
In the film "It's A Wonderful Life," the
attacks reads like a year- "of little worth or importance."
her husband will view this Christmas and angel tells George Bailey he's been given a
book of sadness and
Oh, the things we consider important, every future Christmas in a different way.
gift - the chance to see what the world would
unrealized hopes.
especially in Washington, D.C., and as porA man tells a Washington, D.C. radio talk have been like had he not lived. What has
The shopping malls, our temples to secu- trayed in films and on TV: fame, wealth, show host that he called the airlines to get 9/11 given us this Christmas?
lar society and altars of conspicuous con- power(or the presumption of power; the two lists of laid-off workers at area airports. He
In both a secular and religious sense, it
sumption, are less populated and less pros- are not synonymous), position, pleasure, says he's giving them the money he would has shown us that properly used, power is
perous now, while many churches are full of things. Post 9/11, when none of us knows - have spent on presents. His family approves. important if our way of life is to be prepeople and richer in hope. Some radio sta- or can ever know - what today will bring, 9/1 1 has changed him.
served. It's also shown us that evil exists and
tions broadcast traffic reports on Sunday much less tomorrow, all these pursuits seem
Great social transformations occur when must be opposed. To some, that's obvious.
;Morning because More Cars-are on-the toad-, sO tnvial, meaningless and a chasing affer large numbers of peO-fifeltidiiiidaillkilecide---7 -To many others, it's a revelation.
destined for places where their passengers wind.
to live differently. It's too early to tell
9/11 has given us something else. It's
hope to discover ultimate reality.
No relative of anyone who died in the whether people will commit to their families reminded us that the best things are small
Before 9/11 is consigned to the history 9/1 1 attacks is looking at life today the way in ways beyond making money and buying things - a touch, a kind word, an assurance
books and, like Pearl Harbor, the generation he or she did before. Who wouldn't give stuff, but 9/11 gives us permission to make, of love, an act of forgiveness, a kindness to
that lived (and died) through it has to everything they have to buy back the life of or renew such commitments without socie- a stranger, a trip to visit a someone in a
explain to succeeding generations what it a loved one who was lost?
tal disapproval.
prison or hospital, a note to a lonely person,
was like to "be there," perhaps we should
None of the firefighters. police officers
One newspaper has reported it's now "in" a visit to a baby in a manger.
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That baby is a rebuke to the way humans
think. His contemporaries wanted a political
deliverer. They were offered deliverance
from a greater oppressor. They got nothing
that they wanted - but everything that they
needed.
Cultures, civilizations, leaders and
threats change, but the message of
Christmas doesn't. It isn't about reindeer, a
fat man and material things. It's about a miracle baby and eternal things.
As the Christmas card says, "Wise Men
Still Seek Him." Post 9/1 1, more apparently
are seeking, and that is a valuable gift to all
who do.
EDITOR'S NOTE—Direct all MAIL
for Cal Thomas to: Tribune Media Services,
435 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1500, Chicago,
Ill. 60611.
02001 TRIBUNE
MEDIA SERVICES,INC.

Main Street
By CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist
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-1 got out of bed this morning on two strong legs. It could have been
otherwise"
•••
Theresa, fighting cancer for the fourth time in
fourteen years, quotes that line from a poem by Jane
Kenyon when she needs to reminds herself things
could be worse.
With no health insurance and a new regimen of
chemotherapy to get through, Theresa has learned to
be grateful for the good days and philosophical about
the rest
"I've gone through lots of layers." she reflects. "I've been worried,
traumatized, gotten sick, gotten better. Some days I'm afraid to live and
afraid to die, too."
Theresa's voice flutters delicately, but laughter bubbles gently
beneath her grave tone. "That's when I tell myself I better decide
whether to live or die and get on with it."
Sometimes she tries to convince herselfjust to grit her teeth and pretend nothing is wrong. That is when she moves into denial.
-Sometimes it's a good country to live in," she quips.
The days when Theresa's feeling pain are the worst, because she
wonders if it means she's losing the battle. Recently, she wound up in
the hospital because of a persistent fever, a side effect of lier
chemotherapy.
Another unwelcome result of her weekly regimen is that she has
about two good days out of seven.
"Now Sundays are my worst," she explains. "I miss church and
charged in his campaign against bolster Israel's claim to the city as teaching Sunday School. That gave me a lot of hope."
Richard M. Nixon that the its capital.
In years past, her treatments caused hair loss, but this time it's difEisenhower administration, in
"As soon as I take office, I will ferent. She admits she almost misses the baldness. "I always saw losing
which Nixon was vice president, begin the process of moving the
my hair as a sign that the chemo is working," she admits sheepishly.
had permitted a "missile gap" to U.S. ambassador to the city Israel
Because of her long fight against cancer, Theresa has seen vast
evolve, giving the Soviet Union a has chosen as its capital," Bush told
critical security edge over the an American Jewish group in May changes in treatment over the years. This time, she takes a new medicaUnited States.
tion that stimulates red blood cell replacement. And if she needs it,
2000.
After Kennedy settled into the
Last week, Bush exercised an there is another drug that will boost the white blood count.
White House the notion of a missile escape clause in congressional legisEvery medical advance brings Theresa and others closer to a cure,
gap and a program to bridge it van- lation that called for the shift and
she believes.
ished.
delayed it for six months. It would
Main Street readers first met Theresa a year ago, on December 21.
So did Nixon's "secret plan" to be no surprise if he delayed the
On that day, her 50th birthday, the Trigg County woman was battling a
end the war in Vietnam. which he move again next year.
had used in his successful race for
On the other hand, Bush vowed recurrence of cancer and wondering how on earth she would pay for
the presidency in 1968, capitalizing during the campaign to act as a the mounting medical bills.
on widespread sentiment against the benevolent broker — nudging,
Because she was working and had managed to put aside some
war.
rather than trying to force — Israel money
over the years in an Individual Retirement Account, she was not
The war went on for years after and the Arabs toward peace agreeeligible for any assistance.
Nixon was elected, and if he ever ments.
She was advised to quit her job, but that felt too much like giving
had a secret plan to end the conflict,
up,
she said.
he never revealed it.
As president he has held to this
Ronald Reagan, in his 1980 pres- course, agreeing with the Israeli
This year she is not able to teach, and she has applied for a disabiliidential campaign, attacked the Prime Minister Ariel Sharon that ty. "It's been about six weeks, and I'm still waiting to hear about the
process of arms control agreements violence must be curbed before
paperwork. I have to keep pursuing that."
with the Soviet Union. It was a posi- steps toward peace can be taken.
Because she has been persistent. and because her need for support is
tion that reflected the suspicions of
Bush also has taken a hard line on
evident,
Theresa has been approved for assistance for the drugs she
Reagan and other deeply conserva- Yasser Arafat, not inviting him to
tive Republicans.
the White House and demanding he takes for the chemotherapy.
After he was elected he refined dismantle terrorist groups that have
"If the pharmaceutical companies didn't have those programs," she
his opposition and developed the attacked Israelis.
remarks, "I don't know what I'd do."
mantra "trust, but verify," meaning
At the same time, Bush has
"It's a comfort to know there's help out there," she says. "It costs
he would continue the process of endorsed
statehood
for the
thousands.
It's so astronomical, you can't grasp it."
seeking nuclear weapons reductions Palestinians.
The
cost
of health insurance for a cancer survivor is beyond
Last month, Secretary of State
through negotiations but make sure
agreements with Moscow contained Colin Powell delivered a speech in Theresa's ability to pay, and the past fourteen years have consisted of
Louisville, Ky.. that suggested a incurring huge medical bills, eventually paying them off, and then havsafeguards against cheating.
larger role for the Bush administra- ing to start over again. Instead of giving in to discouragement, every
Barely a year into his presidency, tion in peacemaking if the violence time Theresa starts over, she begins with hope and good humor.
Bush's views on foreign policy are is brought down.
The day I talk to her, her 51st birthday, she tells me that she always
Powell said Israel was strangling
only beginning to evolve.
Like candidate Reagan, he is sus- peace hopes by constructing homes wondered what she would be like in 2001.
"I figured I'd be wearing grandma dresses," she chuckles.
picious of arms control agreements for Jews on the West Bank and in
and already has decided to opt out of Gaza. and he called Israel an occupiTheresa works hard to maintain her independence and a positive
a landmark pact outlawing national er of land that Powell said should be attitude, When things get her down, she talks to a counselor. "If I don't
missile defenses.
turned over to the Palestinians in have very long to live," she reflects "I want to get rid of some of the
On the Middle East, Bush, like exchange for peace and security.
ghosts."
candidate Clinton before him,
Those wishing to contribute to Theresa's cause can make checks out
pledged to have the U.S. Embassy in
EDITOR'S NOTE — Barry
Israel moved from Tel Aviv to Schweid has covered foreign affairs to The Theresa Fund at The Area Bank, on Main Street, in Murray.
Jerusalem. That, in effect. would for The Associated Press since 1973.
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Standing on foreign policy
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Meaning it as a compliment, George
Mitchell remarked the other day that
President Bush had reversed himself
on "nation-building" with his tough
policy on Afghanistan.
The former Senate Democratic
leader said it was to Bush's credit
that he did not allow his campaign
rhetoric to stop him from using force
to counter terrorism and to go on
from there to try to rebuild
Afghanistan.
Switches like that are not unusual. Well-remembered by President
Clinton's critics was his pursuit of
better relations with China after
accusing Bush's father during the
1992 presidential race of coddling
the Chinese.
Once Clinton moved into the
White House he saw things differently.
George W. Bush, struggling with
foreign policy issues and trying to
strike a balance between Republican
isolationists and interventionists,
criticized his Democratic opponent,
Al Gore, during the 2000 campaign
for getting involved in what Bush
called "nation building."
He said Clinton and Gore had
overextended U.S. military forces
by intervening in places where U.S.

security interests were not at stake.
But after the Sept. 11 terrorists
attacks Bush all but declared war on
Afghanistan's Taliban rulers for
sheltering Osama bin Laden and the
al-Qaida terrorist network. Bush is
using U.S. troops, successfully, to
root out the Islamic fundamentalist
militia and to hunt for bin Laden.
When that campaign ends, Bush
has vowed to pursue terrorism
beyond Afghanistan's borders.
However, his tools might be financial and diplomatic, not military.
There have been hints in both directions.
In any event, U.S. troops are not
likely to be part of the gathering
international peacekeeping operation in Afghanistan, although the
Bush administration is directly
involved in trying to reconstruct the
country — nation-building, in
effect.
Bush is falling in line with a long
tradition.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, running
for a third term in 1940, capitalized
on having kept the United States out
of the war in Europe. But his sentiments were clearly anti-Nazi, and
the United States generously assisted the British war effort until
Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor in
1941 drove the United States directly into the war in Asia and Europe.
John F. Kennedy, in 1960,
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Jewell Jones

Mrs. Janice Waldington Cook

The funeral for Mrs. Janice Waldington Cook is today
Jewell Jones, 73, Norsworthy
Road, Kirksey, died Wednesday (Thursday) at 11 am. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral
Home of Cadiz. Dr. Phil Hill is officiating. Burial will be
morning, Dec. 26, 2001, at his
in Jones Cemetery in Tngg County.
home.
Mrs. Cook,64, Hopkinsville, fomierly of Murray, died
A retired farmer, he had also Monday, Dec. 24, 2001, at 6 a.m. at her home.
She had retired after 28 years as a school teacher in
owned and operated a bulldozer
Murray.
A member of St. John United Methodist Church,
for 37 years. Of Pentecostal faith,
Hopkinsville,
she was a member of the Retired Teachers
he was a member of Farmington
Association.
Lodge of Free and Accepted
Born Dec. 23, 1937, in Trigg County, she was the
Jones
Masons.
daughter of Nella Harrell Waldington and the late Wallace
Born June 19, 1928, in Trigg C. Waldington.
Survivors include her husband, Robert E. (Bobby)
County, he was the son of the late Rev. Carl Jones Sr.
and Mary Ann Baker Jones. Two sisters, Gertha Cook; her mother, Mrs. Nella H. Waldington, and three
stepdaughters, Mrs. Angie East, Mrs. Gaye Nunn and
Lowery and Lucille Higgins, and one brother. Andrew Mrs. Julie Partain, all of
Hopkinsville.
Jones, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Genella Colson
The funeral for Mrs. Betty Kirks
Jones, to whom he was married April 9, 1949; four
is today (Thursday) at 11 a.m. in the
daughters, Ms. Ann Spurlin and Mrs. Carolyn Hudson
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral
and husband, Roger, all of Murray, and Mrs. Elsie
Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis is
Renfroe and husband, Eddie, and Mrs. Teresa
officiating.
Manning and husband, Anthony, all of Kirksey; one
Pallbearers will be Jody Bebber,
Chris Bush, John Clinard, Shannon
son, Larry Jones and wife, Edna, Kirksey; one brothBush, Casey Bebber, Kyle Ray
ers, Rev. Carl Jones Jr. and wife, Charlene, Cadiz;
Kirks and Adam Kirks. Burial will
eight grandchildren, Michele Youngblood Allen,
follow in Ledbetter Cemetery.
Layton Hudson, Lisa Frost, Greg Renfroe, Tammy
Mrs. Kirks, 65, Brooks Chapel
Kirks
Wright, Amanda Jones, Allison Manning and Arista
Road, Dexter, died Monday, Dec.
24.2001, at 8:23 p.m. at the home of
Manning; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel one of her daughters on Brooks Chapel Road, Dexter.
She was retired from Acme Boot Co., Springfield,
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Elijah
Tenn., and from the Housekeeping Department of Murra.
Balentine will officiate.
State University. She was a member of' Independence
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 6 p.m. United Methodist Church.
tonight (Thursday). Masonic rites will be at 7 p.m.
Born Sept. 11, 1936, she was the daughter of the late
Tommy Burkeen and Nancy Childress Burkeen. One sistonight, also at the funeral home.
ter, Willadean Housden, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Edward D. Kirks; four
daughters, Mrs. Debbie Clinard, Ms. Sandy Kirks and
Mrs. Inez H. Claxton, 96, Glendale Place, Murray, Mrs. Rhonda Thomas, all of Dexter, and Mrs. Vickie
died Wednesday, Dec. 26, 2001, at Irvington General Bush-Bagget and husband, Robert, Adams, Tenn.; two
sons, Michael Kirks and wife, Mary Kay, Dexter, and
Hospital, Irvington, N.J.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of Eddie Kirks and wife, Pam, Lynn Grove community; two
brothers, Bobby Burkeen and wife, Mary, and Donnie
arrangements.
Burkeen and wife, Debbie, all of Nashville, Tenn.; three
granddaughters, Lori Houghton, Amy Kirks and Heather
Stevens; nine grandsons. Jody and Casey Bebber, Chris
and Shannon Bush, John Clinard, Kyle Ray Kirks, Adam
The funeral for Eddie Eldridge will be today
Kirks, Matt Stevens and Justin Rippi; four great-grand(Thursday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Blalockchildren.
Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. David
Cunningham will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jerry Eldridge, Larry Eldridge,
Graveside services for Mrs. Marie Gay Houston are
Mike Eldridge, Gary Ramsey, Ricky Ramsey, Harold today (Thursday) at 11 a.m. at Ledbetter Cemetery. The
Hill, Jason Black and Jimmy Dale McKinney. Burial Rev. Jim Simmons is officiating.
Pallbearers are Mike Wood, Ricky McKenney, Kyle
will follow in Temple Hill Cemetery.
McKenney, Jimmy Houston, Ricky Houston and Jeff
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Houston.
Mr. Eldridge, 74, Mayfield Lane, Almo, died
Murray-Calloway Funeral Home is in charge ot
Tuesday. Dec. 25, 2001, at 10:30 p.m. at his home.
arrangements.
Mrs. Houston, 82, Hopkins Road. Murray, died
He had retired after 29 years of service as a
Tuesday,
Dec. 25, 2001, at 4:25 a.m. at West View
mechanic at Stokes Tractor Company, Murray.
Nursing
Home,
Murray.
Born March 15, 1927, in Almo, he was the son of
Her husband, Edgar Houston, and one son, Dwight
the late James Ed Eldridge and Eulalia Donelson Houston, both preceded her in death. She was the daughEldridge. Three sisters and four brothers also preced- ter of the late William Gay and Lillie Gay.
ed him in death.
Mrs. Houston was a member of Sugar Creek Baptist
Survivors include four sisters, Mrs. Louise Hill Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Carolyn
and Mrs. Mary Hensler, both of Almo, Mrs. Dean
Marshall and husband. Wayne, and Ms. Peggy Houston,
McKinney, Murray, and Mrs. Goldie Kirksey, and five sons, Billy Houston
and wife, Linda, Charles
Metropolis, Ill.; two brothers, William D. Eldridge Houston, Larry Dale Houston and wife, Deborah, Donnie
and wife, Fronie, Murray, and Alfred Eldridge, Almo; Houston and wife, Carla, and Randy Houston and wife,
several nieces and nephews including Greg Eldridge Vicki, all of Murray; 13 grandchildren; 13 great-grandchildren; five great-great-grandchildren
and wife. Vicki, and Greg Villanueva. all of Almo.

Mrs. Betty Kirks

Supplies
dwindle,
Red Cross
seeks blood

Investments Since 1851

Stock Market Report

PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- Just
months after a post-Sept. 11 surge
of blood donations, the American
Red Cross is warning that supplies
are running low.
Most of the Red Cross' 36
regional blood centers have half
their normal supply of blood
platelets for this time of year, officials said Wednesday. Blood
platelets, which are used to help
stop bleeding in cancer patients,
spoil after five days.
Blood and platelet supplies are
typically low during the holiday
season, with Americans on vacation or busy shopping.
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J.T. LEE,Jeweler
Our retail store In Murray Soon Closing Forever
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J.T. Lee

J.T. LEE,Jeweler
In The Dixieland Center
1304 Chestnut Street
Murray • 759-1141
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J.T. LEE,JEWELER

J.T. LEE,JEWELER

Repair Shop
To Remain Open

Open
10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
IT. I.EE. JEW ELER
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Listen and you'll see.
B&W's 600 Series 2 loudspeakers provide incredible sound reproduction for a very modest
investment. 600 series features many of the design elements found in our flagship Nautilus
series. All 600 series include Nautilus tapered-tube tweeter technology, Kevlar midrange
drivers, Flowport design, composite fiber woofers and premium
grade crossovers. Ask for a demonstration of B&W 600 series
and see why they say "Listen and you'll see".

AUDIO • VIDEO • COMMUNICATIONS
506 North 12th Street
(270) 753-7567

B&W
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theaters can fit in. the first "Lord of
the Rings" did not break any major
box-office records.
"Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's
Stone," which shattered most major
records a month earlier, padded its
haul by $10.7 million from Friday
through Christmas Day. That put it a
fraction ahead of -Shrek," making
"Harry Potter" the year's top-grossing film at $267.8 million and
counting.

1111ARNINIJAINNNN:1

Mind," which opened in narrow
release Friday, expanded to 524 theaters on Christmas Day. It has
grossed $2.5 million, most of that on
Tuesday when it hit wider release.
"Fellowship of the Ring" had the
best three-day weekend opening
ever in December. a mark set two
weeks earlier by "Ocean's Eleven."
which debuted with $38.1 million.
With its three-hour running time
limiting the number of screenings

After 20 years in the jewelry
business the heartfelt decision has
been made. It is time to close the
doors of J.T. LEE,Jeweler forever.
We must liquidate the entire retail
inventory of Diamonds, Gold and
Fine Jewelry! Everything must be
sold during this absolute Going Out
of Business - Store Closing sale!

Just Days Remain For You To Save Storewide!

'Ali' proves to be box office champ
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
first installment of the "Lord of the
Rings" trilogy ruled theaters in its
first week as "Ali" became the boxoffice champ of films opening on
Christmas Day.
The adaptation of J.R.R.
Tolkien's "The Lord of the Rings:
The Fellowship of the Ring" took in
$47.2 million in its first three-day
weekend and $66.1 million from
Friday through Christmas Day.
Opening Dec. 19, it grossed $94
million in its first full week.
Director Peter Jackson shot all
three installments of the trilogy
simultaneously, with part two
scheduled for release around
Christmas next year and part three
in 2003.
"We have two more in the can
just like this. You don't have to
worry. They're there," said David
Tuckerman, head of distribution for
New Line, which is releasing the
"Lord of the Rings" trilogy. "The
quality of acting is the same, the
landscapes are the same. The big
difference is there's more action in
the next two."
"Ali," starring Will Smith as
Muhammad Ali, raked in $10.2 million in its debut on Christmas. That
beat the previous high for a
Christmas debut, held by "Patch
Adams" with $8.1 million.
"Muhammad Ali is probably the
most known person around the
world," said Jeff Blake. president of
worldwide marketing and distribution for Sony, which released "Ali."
"And the good news is, everybody's
heard of Will Smith. They are a
great one-two combination."
Also opening Christmas Day was
the Meg Ryan-Hugh Jackman
romantic comedy "Kate &
Leopold," which grossed $2.6 million. "The Shipping News," starring
Kevin Spacey, debuted in limited
release with $318,500 in 186 theaters.
Russell Crowe's "A Beautiful

Come Make
Us An Offer!
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Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
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BASKETS PRESENTED...Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 of Murray presented 15 food and fruit baskets to the elderly on
Saturday, Dec. 22. Funding for this event was made possible by the lodge's annual bowling tournament. The
next tournament will be Saturday, Jan. 12, 2002, at Corvette
Lanes. Pictured are Lawrence Webb, secretary, and George
Maxwell, treasurer.

Received a special card from one of our friends
in Texas which was "A Christmas Greeting from
Guideposts." On the back was this information,
author unknown. It was titled "Take Time..." and
is as follows:
"Take time to pray...it helps to bring God near
and washes the dust of earth from your eyes.
Take time for friends...they are the source of
happiness.lb
time for work...it is the price of success.
time to think...it is the source of power.
time to read...it is the foundation of knowledge.
time to laugh...it is the singing that helps with life's loads.
time to love...it is the one sacrament of life.
time to dream..,it hitches the soul to the stars.
time to play...it is the secret of youth.
time to worship...it is the highway to reverence."

Lodge meeting will be tonight
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will have a
special meeting tonight (Thursday), Dec. 27, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Temple, located on Highway 121 North at Robertson Road
North. Officers for the coming year will be elected. All members are
urged to attend.

Special youth event planned
Mrs. Randolph Todd Garrett

James and Garrett vows
solemnized on Sept. 29

FLAG PRESENTATION...Woodmen of the World Lodge
971 of Dexter presented an American flag to Calloway
County High School. Pictured (I-r) are Debbie Ahart, lodge
member, Norma Garland, lodge secretary, Yvette W. Pyle,
school principal, and Dale Parker, WOW representative.

Day care
center will
participate
in program

.*
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
Matinees Dec. 21-Jan. 6

Kate & Leopold
PG13 - 1:20 - 3:50 - 7:15- 9:45
Vanilla Sky
R - 9:20
Jimmy Neutron
G - 1:20 - 3:20 - 7:15
Ocean's 11
PG13 - 1:10 - 7:10
Not Another Teen Movie
R - 3:45 - 9:40
Lord of the Rings
PG13 - 1:00 - 4:30 - 8:15
Wed. & Thurs. Only

Ali
R- 1:00 - 4:00 - 7:00 - 9:55
Joe Somebody
PG. 1:25 - 3:40 - 7:25 - 9:35
The Majestic
PG. 1:05 - 4:00 - 7:00 - 9:55
%

• SCHEDULE GOOD DEC. 26- DEC. 27 ONLY .
•
.
• Program Information Call 753-3314 •

Mrs. Kumo Day Care on Seth
Lane, Murray, announces participation in the USDA Child and
Adult Care Food Program, administered by the Kentucky Department of Education.
Meals will be served at no
separate charge to enrolled participants at the center and are
provided without regard to race,
color, national origin, sex, age or
disability.
Participants eligible for free
and/or reduced prize meals must
have a complete application with
documentation of eligibility information which may include a food
stamp or K-TAP case number, or
names of household members and
income information.
Persons who believe they have
been discriminated against in the
Child and Adult Care food Program may write to the Secretary
of Agriculture, Washington, DC
20250.

7
. r
HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL1

Peauittui

Our Program guarantees 3 lbs. per week of weight loss!

We appreciate your patronage,
and wish you and your loved
ones a wonderful holiday season,
and a very happy new year.

Brenda's
Beauty Salon
753-4582
Hwy. 641 South • Murray
,
c•.
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Kern Donnelle James and Randolph Todd Garrett were married
Saturday, Sept. 29, 2001, at 2 p.m. at St. Luke's United Methodist
Church, Houston, Texas.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwain James, Friendswood,
Texas, and granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crawford, Lynn
Grove, and Mrs. Grace W. James and the late Rubin K. James, Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Al Garrett, Smiley, Texas,
and grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. William Todd, Smiley, and
Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Garrett, Kingsville, Texas.
The Rev. Lee McKenzie officiated at the double ring ceremony.
Music was by Bob Bennett, organist, and Michael Ross, soloist.
Given in marriage by her parents and escorted by her father, the
bride wore an ivory duchesse satin princess gown which swept into
a chapel length train. A band of platinum satin heavily embroidered
with ivory roses encrusted with pearls accented the bodice, hem and
train. A platinum satin stole, embroidered with sprays of roses beaded with pearls, was draped from the bride's elbows and across her
back. Her two-tier silk illusion veil was edged in ivory braided ribbonShe carried a bouquet of ivory roses and stephanotis with an
antique ivory handkerchief embroidered in platinum with the initial
K. She wore a double strand of platinum baroque pearls with matching earrings. For her "something old" she wore the antique platinum,
diamond and sapphire watch and matching bracelets of her maternal
grandmother; a lace garter from her great-aunt, Jo Crawford Schwind,
Hillsboro, Calif.; and the Garrett family's antique Victorian gold
brooch, worn by all brides in the family.
Faith Jones Ross, Lake Jackson, Texas, was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Gena Garrett Theile, Sequin, Texas, groom's sister, Michelle Davis, Houston, Rachel Coleman, Friendswood, Katie
Lewis, Georgetown, Texas, bride's cousin, Martina Hobbs, Santa Fe,
N.M., and Carly Chudej, Bellaire, Texas. Junior bridesmaids were
Kayla Chudej and Kimberly Chudej,_ Bellaire.
The attendants wore pewter duchesse satin a-line skirts with ivory
silk sweater sets and carried bouquets of dried blue-gray hydrangeas
with an antique handkerchief embroidered with her initial. They wore
pearl necklaces, hand-knotted by the bride's mother.
Flower girls were Hadley Heiner, Friendswood, and Cassidy Ross,
Lake Jackson.
Brian Head, Bellaire, was best man. Groomsmen were Bobby
Marder, Humble, Texas, Chris Farnsworth, The Woodlands, Tom Heizer, College Station, Texas, John Renfro, Houston, David Teer, Bellaire, and Kevin Pooler, Dallas.
Ushers were Clyde Evons, Sugarland, Texas, David Theile, Sequin,
Texas, groom's brother-in-law, and Jeff Thomas, Dallas, and Andrew
and Matthew White, San Antonio, Texas, groom's cousins.
The house party included Purvi Gajarawale and Allison Senters,
Houston, and Stephanie Evons, Sugarland, Texas.
A reception, hosted by the bride's parents, followed at their home.
The couple spent their honeyrifoon at the condominium in Maui,
Hawaii, of the bride's .uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wyckoff.
They are now residing in Houston. The bride is currently employed
by Miresco Inc., as an advertising director. The groom is employed
by Immersion Medical as a product specialist for the Southwestern
United States.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at Cafe' Adobe,
Houston.

.

SPECIAL
8 WEEKS $99.00

767-0780
1415 W. Main St.
(Next to Corvette Lanes)
Murray, KY

Gifts from the Heart for Youth will be the workshop to be held
Wednesday, Jan. 2, at the Calloway County Extension Service. Connie Talent and Jo Farley, Master Clothing Volunteers, will teach the
special class which is open at a cost of $3 for class and material.
To register call Talent at 75309894 or e-mail at ctalent@wk.net by
Friday, Dec. 28.

Watch service on Monday
Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church will have its annual Watch service on Monday, Dec. 31, starting at 7 p.m. at the church. The public is invited to attend, a church member said.

Flu vaccine still available
The Purchase District Health Department still has a supply of flu
vaccine available at each of the area health centers in Calloway, Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman and McCracken counties. Persons who would like to get a flu shot may call the center in their
county. Persons may call Calloway County Health Center at 753-3381.

No Story Hours at library
Calloway County Public Library will not have Story Hours on
Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 1 and 2. The library will be closed on
Monday, Dec. 31, and Tuesday, Jan. 1. For more information about
children's activities at the library, call Sandy Linn, youth services
librarian, at 753-2288.

Veterans' assistance available
Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits. This is a free
service provided by the state of Kentucky. Charles Henley, regional
field representative of Kentucky of Department of Veterans Affairs,
will be at the National Guard Armory, Kentucky Highway 121 North,
Murray, on the second Thursday, Jan. 10, from 9 a.m. to noon to
help veterans and their families. For information call 1-877-812-0840.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued by the Calloway County Family
Resource Center for a couch, chair, full sized bed, dresser and kitchen
table for a family. Anyone having any of these items to donate are
asked to call the center 762-7333. Monetary donations are still being
taken to help with expenses for the Santa project. These tax deductible
donations may be mailed to Calloway County Family Resource Center, 1169 Pottertown Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

Entertainment dates changed
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will have its next session
Thursday, Jan. 10, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Green Horse Restaurant.
This is an outreach ministry, sponsored by Goshen United Methodist
Church. The sessions on Dec. 27 and Jan. 3 will not be held because
of the holidays and illnesses in families. This is a special program
for the public.

MS Foundation needs items
The Muscular Dystrophy Family Foundation® will accept donations
of unwanted vehicles anywhere in the United States. Donations of
cars, trucks, vans and motorcycles are sold with proceeds used to
support MDFF programs, including purchasing wheelchairs. Persons
may qualify for a tax deduction. For information call 1-800-544-1213.

Tourism needs guide listings
Murray Tourism Commission is now accepting entries for the calendar of events which appears in the Murray Visitors Guide, an annual publication promoting tourism in Murray and Calloway County.
Events should take place between March and December of 2002.
Deadline for entries is Jan. 18. For more information contact Judy
Gargus, executive director of Murray Tourism Commission, at 7592199.

Swimming lessons planned
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will offer swimming lessons for adults and toddlers Jan. 14, 15, 17, 21, 22 and 24;
and for Level I and Level II on Feb. 18, 19, 21, 25, 26 and 28.
These will be held at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center
for Health and Wellness. The fees will be $28 each for Wellness Center members and $35 each for non-members. Registration for January
class will be from Jan. 7 to 11 and until Feb. 15 for the February
class. Persons may register at the Red Cross office at 1003 Poplar
St., Murray, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Al-Anon meetings scheduled
prroRt,

3111 The Vottom Of your
Christmas Tree With
Unique gifts 3or Everyone.

Al-Anon meetings are scheduled at 8 p.m. on Monday and Thursday at the Marshall County Senior Citizens Center, 1713 Golf Course
Rd., Benton. This is open to all interested persons.

Dr. Gary Gallo will close his
Orthopedic practice Dec. 17, 2001.

ONE STOP—

Patients who wish to pick up a copy

You Shop, We Wrap, We Pack, We Ship

of their records may contact

Rare Treasures

Jackson Purchase Medical Office

922 S. 12th • Bel-Air Shopping Center
M-S 9-6 & Sun. 1-6
(Mr. Postman)753-8400

1029 Medical Ctr. Circle Suite 200, Mayfield, KY
(270) 251-4545 • 1-800-272-9477
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Retired missionaries bring
son's remains home

Mr and Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby

Local couple married
for 65 years Dec. 26
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey (Red) Willoughby of Murray celebrated their
65th wedding anniversary on Dec. 26, 2001.
The couple was married on that date in 1936 by Judge E.P. Phillips
of Murray. Their attendants were Mrs. Lovell Garrison Norman and
Orville (Buster) Evans.
Mrs. Willoughby, the former Beatrice Thompson, is the daughter
of the late L,oman Thompson and Isabelle Thompson Cunningham.
Mr. Willoughby is the son of the late Henry and Lena Willoughby. He retired as partnership owner of Benton Auto Supply, Murray.
They have two daughters, Mrs. Nancy Parker, Atlanta, Ga., and
Mrs. Linda Russell and husband, David, Chicago, Ill. One son, Steve
Willoughby, is deceased.
Mr. and Mrs. Willoughby have five grandchildren and five greatgrandchildren.

Birth

Emma Elizabeth Preston
Mr. and Mrs. Casey Preston of 1119 Wilton Ave., Mayfield, are
the parents of a daughter, Emma Elizabeth Preston, born on Friday,
Dec. 7, 2001, at 5:26 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 10 ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is the'former Robin Greer. A brother is Keeton Preston.
Grandparents are Wesley and Nancy Greer of Mayfield, Nancy Preston of Bowling Green and David Preston of Covington.

CADIZ, Ky.(AP) — The young
son of a missionary couple is coming home for burial in a family
cemetery, 36 years after his tragic death.
Douglas Clark Thomas, who
died at age 13 months, had ,been
buried in Singapore since 1965,
but the Christian cemetery was
reclaimed by the government and
designated to be the site of highrise apartments.
His parents saw the opportunity to return to Singapore, where
their missionary work began, and
to bring their son back to be
buried alongside six generations
of his father's family.
The Thomases retired from the
International Mission Board in
1997, after 34 years of service
overseas. They pastored churches
and -taught theological education
at Baptist seminaries in Singapore,
Malaysia, Germany, Thailand and
France. During their retirement,
they have served in several interim pastorates in the United States
and France.
"We always knew we wanted
to come back (to Singapore)," said
his mother, Ruth Douglas Thomas.
"But it took the destruction of the
cemetery and the exhumation of
our son's grave for us to say 'now
is the time; we cannot wait."
The family plans a reburial of
Douglas' remains on Dec. 29 in
a family cemetery in Trigg County.
Douglas' life inspired the
Thomases to use themselves, and
their young son, as examples in
their testimony. Their story of joy,
sorrow, grief and rebirth has been
heard in hundreds of churches in
a dozen countries.
"Every person has his own story,
and this is ours," said his father,
Dr. Bill Clark Thomas. "Douglas
has had a very important role in
our missionary ministry. It has
been very effective, and used many,
many times."
Douglas drowned in the bathtub. Water was left in the tub
after his sister's bath, and the
Thomases' nanny was busy in
another room. Douglas crawled
into the tub, and when the nanny
discovered him, he was dead.
The nanny rushed next idoor
where the Thomases were teaming the Chinese language. Amid
their grief, they later appeared in
court and asked that charges not

be brought against the nanny.
"We never once blamed her,"
Bill Thomas said. "Douglas was
a very active child, the most active
one we had. It was an accident,
something that should never have
happened, but it did. There was
no reason to blame anyone.
"Our missionary friends consoled us in every possible way ...
We were halfway around the world,
with almost no contact with family. What restored our joy, and
helped us to put away questions
that were never really answered,
was when the Lord gave us twins
in a family that had never had
twins."
The Thomases also had turned
to the people they came to minister, Singapore's Chinese community and members of Kay Poh
Road Baptist Church, where Bill
Thomas preached.
The Chinese congregation handled Douglas'funeral arrangements,
an act "that set a pattern for the
rest of our missionary career," Bill
Thomas said.
"If we had retreated to the United Stites, I don't know if we'd
ever have come back. Our missionary ministry would have been
over before it began," he said.
The Thomases had twins 16
months after Douglas' death.
"(Douglas') death and the coming of the twins always are linked
in our minds and are the most
definite miracle we have experienced," Bill Thomas said.
A fifth child was born a few
years later.
Bill Thomas' voice still trem-.
bled when he talked of Douglas.
"He was a climber, he would
climb up onto anything," he said.
"Douglas started walking at 8
months, and was speaking a little
bit. He was so alert, so involved,
and he was a fast-developing child.
He even had 14 teeth. In that
sense, we have always thought of
him as our boy, not as a baby."
Many people who attended Douglas' funeral also attended his
exhumation service in September.
"We dreaded the prospect of
the exhumation, that it would literally reopen an old hurt," Bill
Thomas, said. "But it was not as
painful as we thought because of
the support of friends, friends who
were there for us 35 years ago.-

PRESENTATION...Woodmen of the World Lodge 971 of
Dexter presented an American flag to the Athletic Department of Calloway County High School. Pictured (kr) are
Debbie Ahart, lodge member, Norma Garland, lodge secretary, Brian Wilmurth, assistant school principal, and
Dale Parker, WOW representative.

Murray Independent
Schools participating
The Murray Board of Education will participate in the federally funded Summer Food Service
Program for children below the
age of 19.
All children are invited to participate and each will be served
the same meal at no charge regardless of race, color, national ongin, sex, age or handicap.
The sites will be at Murray

Elementary School and Murray
Middle School from Jan. 2 - 4,
2002 at 11:30 a,m.
Persons who believe they have
been discriminated against in the
Summer Food Service Program
should write the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250.
For more information call Judy
Clark, food service director, at
753-5700.

Two local students receive degrees
BATON ROUGE, La. — Two
local students were among 1,776
students who received degrees at
the 246th commencement ceremonies at Louisiana State University on Friday, Dec. 21

These include April Dawn McKeel from the college of music and
dramatic arts, and William Thomas
Gentry III who received his master's degree.

Apple Blossom Health Food
306 N 12th Street Murray, Ky

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
All Stock 30% - 50% Off
Sports Nutrition 30%
Vitamin & Herbs 40%
Enzymatic Products 30%
Diet Products 50%
Nature's Plus 30%
All Groceries 50%
Next to Faye's Custom Embroidery
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Tigers fall to Westside
Staff Report
Murray Ledger
Times
SNELLVILLE, Ga. — Robert
Cox's basket with eight seconds
left broke a 54-54 tie as Macon
(Ga.) Westside rallied from a 3124 halftime deficit to beat the
Murray High Tigers 58-54 in the
first round of the Deep South Classic Vsednesday.
Cox led the 6-1 Seminoles with

17 points and Ricky Mack added bench.
14 as Westside made a pair of
MHS' seven-point lead at interfree throws after the Tigers (6-5) mission dwindled to three (39-36)
missed their last shot.
at the end of an eight-point third
Blake Rayburn paced Murray quarter for Murray.
with 15 points on two 3-pointers
The Tigers open play in the
while Daryl Cole and Tom Mas- loser's bracket of the 16-team Deep
thay pitched in with 10 points apiece South Classic today at 1 p.m. CST
and Matt Kelleher had nine. Lead- when Murray faces a 2-4 Coving scorer Kwen Trice was limit- ington (Ga.) Eastside team that
ed to five points, while Dylan fell Wednesday to tournament coVolp provided five points off the host Brookwood.

Macon (Ga.) Westside 58
TIGERS 54
18
31
39 — 54
Murray
Macon Westside 11
24
36 — 58
Murray (54) — Cole 10, Daniel, M Kelleher 9, Masthay 10. Rayburn 15, Trice 5,
Volp 5 FG: 20 3-point FG: 5 (Rayburn
2, M Kelleher 1. Trice 1 Volp 1) FT: 912 Record: 6-5
Westside (58) — Mack 14, Kent 3, Hardy
Monds 4 Cox 17, White 6, Harris 8
FG: 21 3-point FG: 5 (Mack 2, Hardy 2,
Cox 1) FT: 11-16 Record: 6-1

Cards outlast visiting EKU
the team's junior captain. "Man, I'm not looking forward to that.film session. We didn't
play well."
The effort was still good enough to continue Louisville's best start Since the 1906-9T
squad won its first 10 games.
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — Ready or not.
The Cardinals had an 11-point halftime lead
here come the Wildcats. and pushed it to 20 in the first 12 minutes
It sounded more like "not" after Louisville's of the second half. But the Colonels stormed
94-77 win over Eastern Kentucky on Wednes- back, trimming the lead to five with 3:40 left
day night. the Cardinals. final game before in the game.
Saturday's showdown at Rupp Arena with
Shawn Fields, who led Eastern Kentucky
sixth-ranked Kentucky (7-2).
with 24 points, would have drawn the Colonels
The Colonels (3-7) outrebounded Louisville closer but blew a breakaway dunk at the three54-48, and the Cardinals (9minute mark.
went 15-of-29 from the
Gaines converted a three-point play with
tree-throw line — two stats
2:51 remaining to halt the Colonels' comethat disappointed Louisville
back, and the Cardinals pulled away from
coach Rick Pitino.
there.
"We're an average team
Bryant Northern added 12 and Erik Brown
that hustles its tail off. That's
had 11 for the Cardinals.
all we are," he said. "Unless you get five.
Fields added 12 rebounds for the Colonels.
guy: blocked out and unless you shoot free
who dropped to 0-6 on the road and lost to
throw s well, you're never going to be a great
Louisville for the 11th straight time.
team. Until we learn to rebound and shoot
"I thought we had a chance at the end, but
tree throws. I'll just say we're a hard-worktalent
prevailed," said Eastern Kentucky coach
ing basketball team."
Travis
Ford. who played for Pitino at KenReece Gaines, who led Louisville with 25
tucky
in
the early 1990s.
points, agreed with Pitino's assessment.
"They
reminded me of some of my early
"We're really not that good... said Gaines,
teams," Pitino said of Eastern Kentucky. "They

•Pitino, UolL prep _
for showdown against
archrival Witdcats

knew the only way they could stay in the
game was to play hard and dive for the ball.
That's the way Travis played the game, and
his
_ _team _plays that way, too."
Pitino was in no mood to talk about Saturday's game after Wednesday's win.
"Yeah. I just forgot about Eastern Kentucky, and that's all I've been working on is
Kentucky," Pitino snapped at a reporter. "Do
you think 1 - watched film in the last minute
and a half? After watching film for the last
minute and a half. I think we've got a great
shot."
The Cardinals have played nine of their 10
games at home this season, losing their only
road game at Oregon 90-63.
"I don't think we're ready," Northern said.
"It's going to be a tough environment. Not
too many people win there."
Gaines said the Cardinals weren't looking
ahead to Saturday when the Colonels mounted their comeback.
"Knowing how we were last year, and how
teams never overlooked us and punished us,
no matter what the record was, we look at it
the same way. No matter what the name is
on the jersey, we have to come out and play
as hard as we can and be excited about playing," he said.

Tigers' Miller
gets Hall call
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Long-time Murray High coach
Cary Miller is scheduled to be
inducted into the Kentucky Baseball Coaches Association's Hall
of Fame. .
Miller, a baseball and basketball coach at MHS for over
20 years, will be inducted to
the Hall during a ceremony next
month in Louisville.
During his tenure at Murray
High, Miller's teams have
amassed a record of 390-177.
Those seasons have included two
First Region basketball championships and seven regional baseball titles.
Miller will begin his 25th
season as the Tigers' baseball
coach this spring after leading

the program to five region crowns
in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Miller's 1979 squad reached the
state championship game, falling
to Shelby County.
MHS captured the Fourth District title last spring and advanced
to the First Region Tournament
before bowing to Lone Oak in
the semifinals at Murray State's
Reagan Field.
The 56-year-old Miller gave
up his post as the Tigers' head
hoops coach after a highly successful tenure, but returned to
the bench for the 1999-2000
season as an assistant to current head coach Dan Hudson.
Miller is currently with the
Tiger basketball team at the Deep
South Classic in Atlanta, and
was unavailable for comment.

Blevins breaks wrist
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) - Senior point guard
J.P. Blev ins has broken his right wrist and will be
out of action for four to six weeks, Kentucky coach
Tubby Smfth said Wednesday.
Blevins suffered the injury during a layup attempt
in the first half against Indiana on Saturday. X-rays
performed at the University of Kentucky Medical
Center confirmed the fracture.
"This is just a terrible injury for J.P. There's no

MARVIN STONE

Stone's
status in
doubt
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky junior Marvin Stone did
not show up for two post-Christmas practices and may not return
to the school.
Stone went home to Huntsville.
Ala.. for the Christmas holiday
and had not returned by the time
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith did
his radio show Wednesday night.
"I don't know his status." Smith
said, declining to comment further until he had talked to Stone.
"He has issues he's dealing with."
Stone. who arrived at Kentucky
as a McDonald's All-American, is
averaging 5.3 points and four
rebounds in about 14 minutes per
game.
He was the subject of transfer
rumors at this time last year because
of academic problems. Smith later
said that pressure to live up to
his prep All-American status may
have played a role as well.
The loss of sophomore center
Jason Parker to a knee injury created an opportunity for Stone to
be the Wildcats' primary big man
this season. But he lost the starting role after two games.

one on this team that's worked as hard as he did
getting ready for the season and now he's been
dealt a second significant injury," Smith said.
Blevins has played in seven of nine games this
season with three starts. He averaged 2.7 points and
1.4 assists per game. He missed the first two games
of the season with a severely sprained right ankle
that he injured during the Athletes in Action exhibition game on Nov. II.

Remington gets honor
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
For the second time in three
weeks. Murray State guard Rebec
ca Remington has been named
the Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of the Week for games
through Dec. 23.
Remington — a 5-8 freshman
guard for the Lady Racers —
led MSU at Wichita State on
Dec 20 with a career-high 17

REMINGTON

points on 4-of6
shooting
from the field
and an 8-for10 performance from the
line. She also
pulled down
five rebounds
in the contest.
Remington
also earned the

UK still awaiting word
from NCAA committee
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) University of Kentucky athletics director Larry Ivy says officials probably won't hear until next month
at the earliest what penalties will
be imposed on the school's football program.
UK had hoped to hear from
the NCAA's Committee on Infractions by Christmas regarding the
penalties for more than three dozen
violations the school admits
occurred from 1998 to 2000.
Now officials are hoping to find
out before Feb. 6, the national letter of intent signing date.
"Hopefully it will come ... no
later than signing date," he said.
"That's critical, and I think they

CRAWFORD'S BAR-B-QUE

(the committee members) understand that."
The NCAA does not comment
on active infractions cases or when
they might be resolved.
A likely ,reason for the delay
in the decision is that two weeks
after UK's Nov. 16 hearing, the
infractions committee asked the
school to submit a report outlining why the committee should not
add a charge of lack of institutional control to the litany of allegations UK already faces.
A finding of lack of institutional control — which would indicate that the athletics department
failed to establish or enforce procedures designed to deter NCAA
rule violations — could stiffen the
sanctions.
UK's 16-page response was

Almo, KY • 753-1934

CALL FOR YOUR
CHRISTMAS ORDER!
•

OVC Freshman of the Week honor
on Dec. 10.
Murray State (4-5, 1-0 OVC)
returns to action with a road trip
to Savannah State on Jan. 3 for
a 6 p.m. CST tipoff. The Lady
Racers return home on Jan. 5
at 4:45 p.m. for the first game
in a women's/men's doubleheader
against Gardner-Webb at the
Regional Special Events Center.

Smoked and Deep Fried Turkeys,
Smoked Hams, BBQ Pork & Chicken,
Casseroles, Pies, Cakes.
"Still Serving The Best NO,Ribs, Pork & Chicken"
•Homestyle Vegetable Plates 'Sandwiches •Burgoo
'Pizza 'Salads 'Homemade Desserts & More ..„1
Mon & Tues 10 a m -6 p m . Wed -Fri 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat & Sun Closed
Special pick-up orders by appointment on weekends

delis ered to the NCAA last Wednesday, and The Courier-Journal
obtained a copy through the Kentucky Open Records Law.
UK self-reported the majority
of the allegations after launching
an internal investigation in November 2000.
In its latest report, UK said it
has maintained institutional control of its athletics department by
implementing a system of checks
and balances over the last dozen
years. It said that system has been
tweaked continuously — most
recently after the Nov. 16 hearings, when more stringent rules governing the distribution of booster
club funds were adopted — and
uses the 1996 principles of institutional control prepared by the
infractions committee as a guide.

TOP MALE ATHLETE.. Barry Bonds was named the AP Male
Athlete of the Year after breaking the single-season home
run record with 73 dingers during the 2001 season.

Bonds is top
male athlete
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — In
a record-breaking season capped
by major awards, one home run
was especially significant to Barry
Bonds.
It was not his 500th career
homer, or his 71st of the season,
which broke Mark McGwire's
record.
Instead, in a year that brought
Bonds an unprecedented fourth
MVP award and honors as The
Associated Press Male Athlete of
the Year, it was homer No. 68
that made Bonds cry.
That homer came on Sept. 28,
as he mourned the death of friend
and former bodyguard Franklin
Bradley. Bonds wept on the bench
after the homer.
"That was probably the most
memorable day of my life," Bonds
said.
It was a memorable year for
baseball's new home run king. He
started it 0-for-21 at the plate, but
finished with 73 homers and a
record .863 slugging percentage.
Besides smashing McGwire's 3year-old record for homers, the
San Francisco slugger broke a pair
of Babe Ruth's records with 177
walks and the gaudy slugging percentage. Bonds hit .328 with 137
RBIs while moving from 17th
place to seventh on the career list
with 567 homers.
Bonds edged three-time Tour
de France winner Lance Armstrong
to claim the AP award announced
Wednesday. Tiger Woods, who won

MZEIIKFIIS-7" WECIIILS"
1 Egg With Bacon or
Sausage, Biscuit & Gravy,
Toast & Coffee

2 Eggs With Bacon or
Sausage, Biscuit & Gravy,
Toast & Coffee

$2.65

$2.92

Rudy's Restaurant

in 1999 and 2000, tied for third.
Bonds received 33 first-place
votes and 136 points from sportswriters and broadcasters. Armstrong, who finished second in the
voting for the second straight year,
had 26 first-place votes and 127
points.
American League MVP Ichiro
Suzuki and Woods tied for third
with 43 points, though Suzuki had
seven first-place votes and Woods,
who also won the AP honor in
1997, had two. Randy Johnson
was fifth and Allen Iverson sixth.
Points were awarded on a 3-2-1
basis.
The 37-year-old Bonds is the
24th baseball player to win the
AP award. Pepper Martin won the
first award in 1931, and other
baseball winners have included
Bonds' godfather, Willie Mays,
who won as a member of the
New York Giants in 1954. McGwire won in 1998 when he hit
his record-breaking 70 homers.
After briefly testing the freeagent market, Bonds accepted the
Giants' offer of salary arbitration
last week and will be back in San
Francisco for at least one more
season. Bonds said he's already
preparing for the 2002 season and
trying to figure out how he can
become an even better player.
"My grandfather told me, 'The
day that dog doesn't learn a trick,
it's the day that dog is dead," Bonds
said. "If I get satisfied now, I
might as well retire."

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
•

•

*14.95"
(*On most cars & trucks)

CWe Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )

On The Square For Over 60 Years
Court Square • Murray • 753-1632

HOLLAND TIRE CO.

His: Mon.-Fri. 5 a.m.-2 p.m. • Fri. Nights 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

96 East Main Street • 753-5606
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Mays win despite Duncan's 53

OH, WHATILNIGHT...San Antonio power forward Tim Duncan scored 53 points Wednesday — 28 in the fourth guarter and overtime — and grabbed 11 rebounds, but the Spurs
fell to the Dallas Mavericks 126-123.

By The Associated Press
On one of the busiest nights of the NBA
season, Tim Duncan had the biggest game —
but not the best result — of all.
The Dallas Mavericks overcame Duncan's
53-point performance to win their seventh
straight game, defeating the Midwest Divisionleading San Antonio Spurs 126-123 in overtime Wednesday night.
Steve Nash scored 27 points and made a
3-pointer with 0.6 seconds remaining in overtime.
"It was a great game," San Antonio coach
Gregg Popovich said after watching his team
lose its second consecutive game after 10
straight wins.
Elsewhere, Golden State surprised the Los
Angeles Lakers 101-90, Memphis defeated
Chicago 107-85, Charlotte downed Washington 99-93, New Jersey edged Cleveland 9189, Milwaukee topped Atlanta 107-97, Indiana
beat Orlando 89-82, Phoenix defeated Houston 97-91, Utah downed Boston 99-86, Minnesota edged Denver 94-91, Sacramento beat
Portland 89-74 and Philadelphia defeated the
Los Angeles Clippers 100-86.
Dallas defeated the Spurs despite a career
night by Duncan, who scored 28 points in the
fourth quarter and overtime.
"I wish I'd have missed all my shots the
way this turned out," said Duncan, who was
19-of-28 from the field and connected on 15
straight free throws.
The 53 points were the fourth most scored
by a San Antonio player, and the most scored

Issel resigns as coach,
resident of Nu ets
DENVER (AP) — Dan Issel accepted a buyout
and resigned as head coach and president of the
Denver Nuggets on Wednesday, two weeks after he
was suspended for making an insensitive ethnic
remark to a spectator.
The announcement came after Issel and general
manager Kiki Vandeweghe finalized the details of
Issel's departure in private meetings.
"I think that he really believed that after a lot
of soul searching, that perhaps coaching wasn't for
him," Vandeweghe said at a news conference.
"Dan kind of came to terms with some things in
his own life. And really, you know, as long as I've
known Dan, he's always done, really, what's best
for the organization," he said.
Terms of the settlement were not released.
"I think the bottom line was, he wasn't happy,
he wasn't happy coaching. That's the real reason,"
said 'center Raef LaFrentz.
ASsistant 'Mike Evans, who has been serving as
interim coach, will remain in charge of the team.
Issel had been on a leave of absence since Saturday, hours before he was to return to coaching

in an NBA game this season.
Michael Finley led the Mavericks with 28
points, Dirk Nowitzki added 26 and Tim Hardaway 15.
"We had no answer for Duncan down low,"
Dallas coach Don Nelson said. "When your
big three are all scoring in the 20's, that can
offset a guy scoring 50-something."
Hardaway tied the game 123-123 with a
27-foot 3-pointer with 26.3 seconds remaining. Following a San Antonio turnover, Nash
hit the game-winning jump shot.
Warriors 101, Lakers 90
Antawn Jamison scored 28 points and Danny
Fortson had 15 points and 20 rebounds as
Los Angeles struggled in Shaquille O'Neal's
absence.
Though Kobe Bryant scored 39 points, Jamison hit enough big shots for the Pacific Division's last-place team to hand the NBA's best
team its fifth loss of the season.
After Bryant hit consecutive 3-pointers to
pull the visiting Lakers to 87-83 with 2:18
left, Jamison made back-to-back shots and later
hit two free throws to seal it.,
Grizzlies 107, Bulls 85
Pau Gasol shot 1 l-for-15 and scored 27
points and Jason Williams added 21 points
and 14 assists as Memphis beat Chicago in
Bill Berry's first game as coach of the Bulls.
Gasol also had 14 rebounds, and four of
Memphis' five starters finished in double figures as the Grizzlies sent the Bulls to their
15th consecutive road loss.
Hornets 99, Wizards 93

Michael Jordan scored 28 points, but had
a bad fourth quarter as host Charlotte snapped
Washington's nine-game winning streak.
Jordan missed four straight shots midway
through the fourth quarter when the Hornets
padded their lead. After hitting a late 3-pointer to close within four, the ball slipped out
of Jordan's hands under Charlotte's basket
after the Hornets double-teamed him.
Nets 91, Cavaliers 89
Jason Kidd had 27 points, 13 rebounds and
seven assists in New Jersey's victory at Cleveland.
After the Cavaliers whittled a 25-point
deficit to 86-84. Kidd hit a 3-pointer with
1:08 to play for an 89-84 lead.
Bucks 107, Hawks 97
At Milwaukee, Glenn Robinson scored 32
points, including four 3-pointers in the third
quarter, as the Bucks overcame the absence
of Ray Allen.
Allen missed his third straight game because
of tendinitis in his left knee. Michael Redd
made his third consecutive start for Allen and
had 17 points and a career-high II rebounds.
Suns 97, Rockets 91
Stephon Marbury scored 33 points, including 11 in the final 4:33, to give Phoenix the
victory at Houston.
The Rockets led 86-85 with 2:19 left, but
Marbury scored the next two baskets and Rodney Rogers hit a- 3-pointer with 50- seconds-left to give the Suns a 92-86 lead. Marbury
then hit two free throws 14 seconds later, and
two more with 28 seconds left.

Shop Fri. & Sat. 9 a.m.-10 p.m., Sun. noon-7 p.m.*
New Year's Eve 9 a.m.-6 p.m., New Year's Day 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
* Except where prohibited.

after a four-game suspension.
Issel made the remarks Dec. 11
as he walked off the court after a
loss to the Charlotte Hornets. The
coach responded to a taunt from
the fan by yelling back, "Go drink
another beer, you Mexican ... ,"
adding an expletive at the end of
the sentence.
The next day, the team suspended Issel for four games without pay, costing him more than

ISSEL

$112,000.
Issel apologized to the Hispanic community in
public and private, and to the city of Denver and
its residents.
Issel was to earn $2.5 million this year on a
eontract that would have expired after next season.
This is the second time Issel has resigned as the
Nuggets' coach. In 1995, he resigned 34 games into
his third season as coach. Issel also played for the
Nuggets for 10 seasons and was their general manager.

Lee: two QBs, game plans
DALLAS (AP) — When Houston Nutt hired David Lee to coach
Arkansas quarterbacks, some
Razorback fans fretted about the
implications. Many remembered
Lee as an option-only coach under
Ken Hatfield.
Those fans have not been heard
from since Matt Jones emerged
as a big-play producer running
the option out of the shotgun.
For Lee, the problem is that
hands-under-center quarterback Zak
Clark is still the starter so he has
to design game plans for two athletes with widely different abilities.
"To be honest, the game plan
I had for Zak is simple as far as
the run game is concerned." Lee
said. "Everything is predetermined.
All the heat's on (offensive line
coach) Mike Markusson to block
all those guys and on (running
backs coach) Danny Nutt to find
a seam and hit it."
Preparing the option for Jones
is something else.
"That's what's more time consuming," Lee said. "What really
stresses you as a coach is doing
both because Matt's passing game

SportsBriefs
An adult-youth doubles bowling tournament will be held Jan 12 2002 at
2 p m at Corvette Lanes in Murray
The entry fee is S20 per team or 522
for all entries received after Jan 11
Check -in time is scheduled for 1 30
p m on the day of the tournament
All youth bowlers must be sanctioned with the YABA and all adults
must be sanctioned with the ABC INIBC
The tournament will consist of three
games on one pair of lanes per team
Trophies will be awarded to the top
three bowlers in both the 11 -and-under
and 12-and-up divisions and the top
three teams as well as for the highest single-game scores by a child and
an adult
Proceeds from the tournament will
fund Ruling Star Lodge No 51's various community projects Send entries
to George Maxwell c/o Corvette Lanes
1415 Main St Murray KY 42071 For
more information call 753-2202
- Photographs computer disks and
other information provided to The Murray Ledger & Times sports department
may be picked up following publication at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave
For more information call Mike
OhStrom at 753-1916 ext 23

is different from Zak's passing had thrown less than 140 passes
game. Zak's passing game is much during his senior year and many
more extensive as far as reads and believed he would wind up at
coverages and getting the ball to wide receiver after a cursory look
the right place and not forcing it at quarterback.
That soon changed.
than Malt's which will come off
Jones carried three times against
a lot of play-action sprints."
The only overlap is that the Georgia and turned in a 59-yard
running plays are the same when run against Weber State the folboth quarterbacks are under cen- lowing week. The victory over
i
Weber started a six-game winning
ter.
When the season began, few streak that landed the Razorbacks
anticipated the impact of Jones,only (7-4) a spot in Tuesday's Cotton
months out of high school. He Bowl against Oklahoma (10-2).
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NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L
x-New England
5
10
Miami
9
5
NY Jets
9
5
Indianapolis
5
9
12
2
Buffalo
Central
L
W
2
12
y-Pittsburgh
Baltimore
9
5
7
7
Tennessee
6
8
Cleveland
Jacksonville
6
8
Cincinnati
4
10
West
W
L
10
4
y-Oakland
Seattle
7
7
7
7.
Denver
5
9
Kansas City
10
5
San Diego
x-clinched playoff spot
y-clinched division
Saturday's Games
New England 20 Miami 13
San Francisco 13, Philadelphia 3
Tennessee 13. Oakland 10
Sunday's Games
Atlanta 33. Buffalo 30
Chicago 20, Washington 15
N V Giants 27, Seattle 24
St Louis 38 Carolina 32
Pittsburgh 47, Detroit 14
Baltimore 16, Cincinnati 0
Kansas City 20, San Diego 17
Tampa Bay 48, New Orleans 21
Jacksonville 33, Minnesota 3
Arizona 17, Dallas 10
Green Bay 30. Cleveland 7
N V Jets 29, Indianapolis 28
OPEN Denver

T
0
0
0
0
0
T
0
0
0
0
0
0

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
Philadelphia
9
5
7
7
N.Y. Giants
6
8
Washington
6
8
Arizona
4
10
Dallas
Central
W
L
11
3
x-Chicago
10
4
.x-Green Bay
8
6
Tampa Bay
Minnesota
5
9
1
13
Detroit

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

West
T
0
0
0
0
0

x-St Louis
x-San Francisco
Atlanta
New Orleans
Carolina

12
11
7
7
1

L
2
3
7
7
13

T
0
0
0
0
0

*Excludes denim, outerwear,.47 & .97 reduced items,
& highlighted spring .00 clearance items.

Family Outerwear Clearance

33%

%
uoff

save a total

Saturday, Dec. 29
Baltimore at Tampa Bay, 8 p m
Sunday. Dec. 30
Buffalo at N Y Jets, noon
Atlanta at Miami noon
Chicago at Detroit. noon
Arizona at Carolina, noon
San Francisco at Dallas, noon
Minnesota at Green Bay, noon
Cleveland at Tennessee, noon
Kansas City at Jacksonville, noon
Indianapolis at St Louis, noon
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, noon
N.Y. Giants at Philadelphia, 305 p.m
Seattle at San Diego, 3 15 pm
Oakland at Denver, 315 pm
Washington at New Orleans, 7 30 p m
OPEN New England

all reduced fall and winter outerwear
Originally 29.99-279.99

Now 95.00-950.00
Priced as marked on ticket.
•
Shoppes of Murray
610 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-3335
•

USE YOUR NEW GOODY'S CARD TODAY
GO(

TOM
IBASTIKMO, MONO„ISOM
IINIKAN MISS OR ORO MEOW LAW KAM
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'Campus Lights' will feature
musical 'Children ofEden'
Noiss Bureau
r,
rsT
ion of "t'ampus Lights" will pres-.,
:1 SillsA at/ musical. "Children of Eden".
/14 ill he held in Lovett Auditorium at
.ci sits on Jan. 24-27, 2002.
is based on a concept by
Jill music and lyrics by Stephen
•k t) John (Third.
on major events from the book of
• ,. I
namely the Creation, Adam
ii Noah and the Ark.
Al, 'A oh God creating the universe,
• .,11.1.inimals. Not satisfied, He
i•
tells them that their only
.1
:itctul children. Eventually,
rn the "Tree of Knowledge and are
i ,t Lien. While in exile, they

Adam through Noah. Noah tries to convince God to
reconsider his decision to flood the earth, but God
refuses. Noah continues preparations for the ark,
including finding a wife for his son, Japheth. Japheth
knows that he is to marry from the race of Seth, but
instead falls in love with the family servant girl,
Yonah.
God floods the world for 40 days and 40 nights,
while Noah and his family live on the ark.
This year's production of"Campus Lights" involves
a cast of more than 30 members and an orchestra
selected from students at MSU. Rush H. Troxvel IV, a
theatre major, is directing the show. Natalie 1Crupansky,
a vocal education major, is the music director, and
Jennifer Handel, an instrumental education major, will
direct the orchestra.
Known as the "Oldest Running Musical in the

tt1.\
,Liii

•See Page 12

of the generations from

You Can Take A Man
Out Of The Country...
But You Can't Take
The Country Out
Of A Man.
tic iv Country Chevrolet And See Gary Key!
*Chevrolet .Oldsmobile •Pontiac
•Buick •GMC Trucks
104 West 5th • Benton, KY
270-527-8671
877-280-7970

Photo submitted

RECITAL...Participating in a piano recital on Dec. 18 were (I-r, front row) Bradley Black,
Will Pitman, Katie Thomas, Alan Manning, Zach Buck (back row), Alexandria Farris,
Claire Pitman, Nicole Schmittou, Sarah Crouch, Alexandra Bloodworth and Libby Trevathan, students of Eleanor Brown.

Brown piano students
featured in recitals
Piano students of Eleanor Brown recently participated in two Christmas programs held in Farrell recital hall of Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Works by Bach, Bethoven, Burgmuller, Chopin
and Debussy as well as Christmas carols were
played at the recital on Tuesday. Dec. 18.
Students participating were Bradley Black, Will
Pitman, Katie Thomas, Alan Manning, Zach Buck,
Alexandria Farris, Claire Pitman, Nicole Schmittou, Sarah Crouch, Alexandra Bloodworth and

100

Libby Trey athan.
Another recital of Christmas carols was presented Sunday, Dec. 16.
Students participating were Matthew Johnson,
Ezra Morgan, McKenna Morgan,David Vinson, Kelli
Vinson, Brandon Story, Ali Adams, Alex Adams,
LeAnna Paschall, Aaron Polivick, Lindsey Capps,
Colin Capps, Hannah Robison, Alyssa Erickson,Connor McKenna, Luke Beam, Nathaniel Beam, Cammie Jo Bolin and Tricia Taylor.

MEW YEAR'S SALE"
Sale Starts December 26 - January 4

(,.At bass
guhnituhe we
eaq Johwaffe
gonituhe, one ot
the tinest fines
ot custom chatted
tuhnituhe
avaifabfe.

DIGITAL CHANNELS

FREE
INSTALLATION

$9
A MONTH*
Want to bring great entertainment to your home for only $9 a
month'? Just purchase a state-of-the-art DISH Network satellite
system valued at $199 or more and subscribe to America's Top 100
rogramming package. You'll get a credit on your bill for $21.99 per month for
12 months At our current America's Top 100 price of $30.99, you'll pay only $9 a
month* for over 100 all-digital, crystal-clear channels.Plus, with FREE Basic Professional
-staiiRtion (a $199 value) you'll save $462 and get the best programming in America.
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o abhies and Peathehs, and sota and chalk stgfes.
LAPP custom chatted and defivehed in about 20 dogs.
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Beasley Antenna
& Satellite

ALL ACCESSORIES II

500 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free
•

1801 Bell Avenue
Paris, TN 38242
(731)642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free
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103 South 3rd St.• Downtown Murray • 753-3621

Free Financing
Until 2003
NO PAYMENT
NO INTEREST
NO MONEY DOWN

All the news you Need is Right here!
The Murray Ledger and Times
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IVIES

CLASS F EDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.
CZ Just Say "Charge It"

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

DISPLAY AI)$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy

150
155
160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285

Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

060
Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Lost and Found

060
Help Wanted

PART-TIME position to
LPN or Certified Medical
Assistant to work 5-6
hours per day. MondayThursday and some occasional Saturdays. Please
apply by resume only to:
Richard H. Crouch. M.D.
300 South 8th Street
Suite 301E
Murray KY 42071.

EINE AI)ti

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
r2.$0 extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shoppuig Guide( 12.50 extra for blind box ads

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

I

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immediately
so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri 11
Fn. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Articles
For Sale

Apartments For Rent

BOOKKEEPER
needed OLD
time
camcorder 3BR, 2 bath Apt, down
for Marshall County organ- wicase. Works good
stairs $400 a month
ization. Duties include NP, Needs new battery
$200 489-2296
A/R, payroll, reconciliation, 759-9215.
3br. house.
ect. Strong organizational
1-2,br apts. efficiency
and communication skills ZENITH TV, Console mod- C/H/A, near MSU.
and positive attitude a el $100 753-0324
753-1252 or 753-0606.
must. Must be self starter
and able to work independently. Send resume
to: Bookkeeper, 88 Moors
Road. Gilbertsville, Ky
42044.
Used 30 days
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Retail $1,700
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry-level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
WITH FREE PRINTER
$700+ per week plus benefits. No CDL? No ProbSome computers starting at $100 & up
lem! CDL training is now
available in your area. (
2
- 7" Televisions "\
•
Nintendo 64
1-800-242-7364.

Vernon's Pawn Shop
DELL & GATEWAY COMPUTERS

CONDOPLEX 3br., 2 bath
Available January 5,2002.
$700/mo.
Deposit required.
753-0834

'AA
150

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

50%

$595
'39.95

Guns &
Knives on
•Special j,

Stoma Rentals

Used Cars

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40. On Center Dove.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081_

MAZDA 626 LX Sedan
1994. 108,xxx mileages,
power steenng, A/C, Automatic, air bag, $5,200.
270-753-3252.
PRICE Buster's II
New car man in town.
Come to where prices are
Office 759-0001
born
Nights 727-0169. 705 S.
12th Street. Across from
Sirloin Stockade open
Mon -Sat. 9-5
1999 Mercury Mystique
39,800 miles. Fully, automatic. Sell for owe on
lean, $8292. Call 7533627.
sake roes*.
for the' •
• Ifr
e

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

EXTRA nice 1br., 1 bath,
central gas H&A, appliances furnished, W&D. 1yr
All Size Units
Available
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2905.
AVAILABLE
December
15th. Clayton
Village NORTHWOOD
storage
Apartments 2 bedroom, presently has units availaC/H/A, garage, stove, re- ble. 753-2905 or 753fngerator, dishwasher, gar- 7536.
bage disposal, water, sewPREMIER MINISTORAGE
er, garbage pickup, lawn
•Inside climate control
care furnished. DECEMstorage
BER SPECIAL $475.00
•Security alarmed
was $495.00. Deposit &
*Safe & clean
references required. 731•We sell boxes!
644-3080.
•We rent U-Hauls
NICE 2br duplex, applian*Heated Boat &
ces, good neighborhood.
RV Storage
No pets. $375. per month
753-9600
plus deposit $375. 7532967.
Pets & Supplies
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
DOG Obedience
$100 Deposit
Master Trainer
1BR From $280
436-2858
2BR From $325
430
Call Today!
Real Estate
753-8668,

UPN9 24 is looking for
LOST Male, Black Lab temporary part-time masmix, white patch on chest, ter control operator to work
green collar. Coldwater up to
30 hrs/wk Duties inarea. 210-4846
clude switching programs
Chocolate
Labs, and commercials on UPN9
LOST two
with green and red leash- 24's air. Quality control
es, in Blood River area
checking of programs and
436-2122
recording satellite feeds
LOST
programs for air.RequireHounds
1..
ments: high school diploInc
FOUND..
ma or equivalent, some
Pop
experience in television.
00 and up
FOUND: Black Lab Re- good work ethic and great
• New & Used }
triever, near Whitnell & attitude! Prior computer
Story Ave. 753-2767 experience helpful. Pay is
(home) 767-2243 (work).
$5.45/hr to start.
RESPONSIBLE 15 yea • JEWELRY
Diamond Ring, Chains. Charms
Cover letter to include po- old will do babysitting afte
sition desired and resume school and on weekends
up to
OFF
to UPN9 24 Employment. Call 759-9215 Have refer90% New- 10% Trade-In)
804 Fine Arts Building. ences
Murray KY 42071.
VCR $24.95 and up
100
Or e-mail to
All Other Merchandise On Sale! No Reasonable Offer Refused(
Business
uon924@upn924.com.All
Opportunity
Monday-Saturday 9:30-7.30 • Sunday 1-6
applications and inquiries
Southside Manor Apts.
are strictly confidential.
713
SOUTH
12TH • MURRAY • 753-7113
HOMEWORKERS
060
1, 2 & 3br. apts.
UPN9 24 and Murray
Needed.
Help Wanted
Section 8 housing
State University is an
320
$635 weekly processing
753-8221
EEO.M/F/D AA employer.
Firewood
mail. Easy! No experience
Apartments For Rani
ARE you really serious
EHO
WANTED nursery attend- needed
about working from home
ant for Sunday service
FIREWOOD
Also tree
Call 1-888-517-2362
182 bedroom Apts
If so call 1-888-217-5277
Houses For Rent
Call First Presbyterian Ext.
service 436-2562
4605 24hrs.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
Church 753-6460
NEED Cash S$$
902 Northwood Dr
120
2 br House
WORK From Home
AVON SALES REPS
Monday,
Mobile Homes For Sale
Computers
Near hospital
And Love It
NEEDED
Wednesday, Friday
753-4109
Full or part-time, detailed
888-520-7782
Phone 759-4984
16X80 Classic mobile
KELLERS
Livinglindeoendnt com
training provided'
2,3, or 4br., Central gas
Equal Housing
home 3br and 2 bathCOMPUTER PLACE.
1-800-811-9487
H/A. Excellent location.
EXPERIENCED Secretary
Opportunity
rooms Excellent condition
AMD
computers
$690
ask for Betty
with legal background
Coleman RE 759-4118.
Call 753-4847 after 5pm
1BR Apartment, available
Upgrades & Repairs
or e-mail
PO Box 1040-D
309 Woodlawn Rent or
Dec 1st Close to campus
Internet Service
bvincent@avon net
Murray, Ky 42071
1992 Fleetwood- 16x70,
Rent with option to buy
No pets 753-5980
On 121S
2br, 2 bath, utility room,
3br, 2 bath, C/H/A, $495 a
all
available,
1BR
apapt
436-5933.
16x20 wooded deck, conpliances furnished Mur- month plus security 4749a m.-7p m
crete steps, located @ 133
2520
Realty. 753-4444
Cal
Mon-Sat
Angle
Lane.
Hazel.
1BR APT for rent All ap- 3BR house with refrigeraVisa/ Mastercard
$13,000. Must be moved.
tor & stove. In Kirksey
pliances Pets allowed
492-8509.
MDM COMPUTERS
Good Pay & Home Time Driving
area, 1 year lease and de$335/mo. Call 436-6291
A+ Certified Technician
1996 Buccaneer 16x80
posit required. $450 per
1BR Apt $225
record must be clean CDL Class A +
On site service
3br, 2 bath $15,000 OBO
month. 753-5323 ask for
Small pets okay
489-2423
759.3556
Year Exp. OTR
Keith or Joanna or 759Coleman RE
HM & Sons Mobile Home
140
0293.
759-4118
Mover. 20yrs. experience.
Want to Buy
1BR , Univer Hgts Stove. 3BR, 2 bath $550./month,
Licensed & insured in KenEOE
refng W/D DW lease no $550. Deposit. References
tucky. Tennessee & Illiwww.hestwayexpressinc.coni
ANTIQUES
pets $325/mo M-f 8-5 required. No pets
nois.
437-3939.
Old toys, advertising
270-519-1923.
753-4937
Leave
NICE 4bri., 2 bath double
items, antique furniture
2BR, 641 S Clean, quiet, message.
wide
on
1
acre.
Hardwood
and primitives.
private, C/H/A, laundry 3BR, 2 bath, newer home,
floors, screened in porch
We buy 1 or all!
hookup no pets Referen- $700 month plus deposit
with arbor Above ground
Call 753-3633 ask
Call Renee 753-1651
ces and deposit
pool
&
much
more.
Priced
Local Church Has Opening For
for Larry.
3BR
house in town
492-8634
to sell $70.000 753-1522.
2BR , 1 1/2 bath, covered Stove, refng , W/D, lease,
CASH paid for good, used
no pets $495/mo M-F 8-5
parking. extremely nice
rifles, shotguns, & pistols
753-4937
Coleman RE 759-4118
Benson
Sporting
Goods,
If interested, job descriptions are
2BR , edge of town, wash- EAST of Murray, 94E &
519 S 12th. Murray
2BR Rent to own 14x70 er & dryer $335
1346 area Cute 1br. $295
available at
USED Direct TV
Coleman RE 759-4118
Coleman RE 759-4118
per/ month plus security
Systems
111 North 5th Street, or
3BR, 2 bath $300 per 3 & 4br,apts avail Diuguid 474-2520
$25 cash
month 753-6012
Drive Coleman RE 759- LARGE brick 3br • 2 bath
call 753-3824
731-593-5709
4118
C/H/A. excellent location
NICE
2br,
Mobile
home
WANTED STANDING
Coleman RE 759-411R
No pets 753-9866
TIMBER LARGE OR
SMALL ACREAGE
300
436-5700
Business Rentals
436-5727
753-2533
APPX 1,500 sq ft., good
°cation, heavy traffic.
All real estate advertised herein is subject to
Rent monthly or long term
150
the
Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
lease.
Mick*
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
500 N. 4th St. Murray. Ky
For WO
or discrimination based on race, color, reliCall for more info
• Bonuses
BLACK off road go-cart
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
gion, sex, handicap, familial status or national
Like new condition $900
after 5pm 901-644-3625
origin, or intention to make any such prefer759-1594
ences, limitations or discrimination.
KING craftmatic bed. cost
For ROM
$2.500 sell for $650, ping
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale.
pong table. $40, futon bed 1 bedroom apt Clean
rental or advertising of real estate based of facwith mattress, $200, coffee Stove. refrig , dishwasher
tors in addition to those protected under federend tables, other furniture, and W/D $325 No pets
al law.
everything nice Call 753- 436-5268
3650
1 OR 2br apts near downWe will not knowingly accept any advertising
L.P. Gas Refills
town Murray starting at
for
real estate which is in violation of the law
Lowest prices in town. $200/mo 753-4109
All persons are hereby informed that all
New 100lb L.P. gas cyl.
4BR Townhouse
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
S79.95
Special rate
Interested persons should appl
opportunity
basis.
B&B Brokers
Coleman RE
753-4389.
in person to David Stom
759-4118
For further assistance with Fair Housing
MACHINE quilting
APT for rent, 3br, applianMon.-Fri. between 9:30-10 a.m.
Advertising requirements, contact N AA
$31 50 reg size
ces furnished, C/1-1/A. near
Murray Sewing Center
Counsel Rene P. Milam,(703)648-1000.
MSU $400 month 7591001 Whitnell Avenue
759-8400
4696

NOW

Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

490

150
Help Wanted

445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sales
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale

CADIZ KENTUCKY AREA
Semi Truck Drivers

753-3853

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"

Jollft

Part-Time Youth Director

Be Your
Own Boss!

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a motor route
carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Pole Barns. Metal Buildings. Fencing
Duality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Electric
*Commercial
*Residential
*Remodel
-Free Estimates
"Quality don't cost it pays'
Dave Myers 759-2488
CARPORTS Starling at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113

Clear space for new tufts when
you seN unwonted items in the
Oassefieds

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop
Has

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
Will make FREE estimates for your
insurance company.
Request Us If Possible.
DAYS:
753-5273

NIGHTS:
753-6191 • 753-1833
436-8219

Used Indus

Services Offered

1988 Chevy Silverado
L.W.B. Red and Silver aluminum wheels, new tires,
CD player, very good condition, must sell $3.500
call 270-435-4486

A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, roofing.
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design. and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380
A-1 AFFORDABLE allaround hauling tree work,
cleaning out sheds, gutter.
Junk clean-up 436-2867

Lots For Sale
LOTS for sale Starling at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

3BR, 1ba, C/H/A. fenced
in backyard with deck Recently remodeled. New appliances in 98. 704 Fairlane Dr. $76,100
559-7946

1990 Chevy Silverado
4 DR crew cab 1 ton dually, loaded, black with leer
fiberglass topper, 84,xxx
miles Very nice truck,
must sell $8.000 270-4354486
1996 Chev S-10 LS 4 cyl .
auto. A/C 80,xxx $5,500
753-4342

Bestway Express, Inc.

800-886-7633

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

YOU SHOW US

•

*Average credit (not perfect)•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•100% loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Global Mortgage Link
Gem Puckett • Pat Rutter • Jacque-4%n Watson
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

Used Cars

Used Trucks

AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling• Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113

•1987 Chrysler Lebaron
$150
.1987 Chrysler Conquest
TSI needs motor work,
$800
•1989 GMC Jimmy Gypsy
Edition 4X4, 4 3 needs
front cap, minus fenders
Call 270-559-8063
84 Mercedes 300. SD. garage kept. 2nd owner, fully
loaded, mint condition. diesel 45-30 mpg. great fuel
economy $3,800
270-210-4911
or evening 270-759-9356

2000 Dodge Ram 4x4 COMPLETE LAWN CARE
Quad cab Loaded, black
OF MURRAY
•Lawn Maintenance
w/ black leather. 38.xxx
miles, heated seats, power
•Leaf Pick-up
everything.
Hydrotech
•Bed mulching
power module, chrome
270-753-6772
headers w/stainless dual DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
exhaust. Westin step bars, Siding Quality Work Free
K&N filter. Much more Estimates Over 25 Years
270-435-4632 or 559- Experience Gerald Wal8510
ters 753-2592
FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
A affordable hauling, Junk
Dickte Farley 759-1519,
79,xxx. clean up. tree work, gutter
Camaro,
95
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
$5,900 437-4432
cleaning 436-5141
Trimming, removal stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
HAULING
Divorce?•Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?
Cleaning out garages
sheds carport atics
GET A CAR YOU WANT 8 CREDIT YOU DESERVE
and storage
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
753-2555
Luke Lamb

NEED A CAR?

MNO

6

FREE!
Totally

Confidential
Call Ruthie or Dennis
753-2222
24 Hrs. 1-800-992-7334

J 80 Motors
For most of your car
needs We also rebuild
transmissions too Call for
Appt 753-6988
203 S Cherry Street
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SMITH ROOF REPAIR

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

ml

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Specialcing in Roof Repairs
• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• Ness Construction • Flat Roofs _
_._.—._._._._._._._._._._._._.
"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
Free Estimates - 10 Years Experience

489-2366 or Cell 339-7 16

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Gubernatorial candidates
craft stances on tax reform
RIDGELY, Tenn. (AP) —
Standing before a crowd in this tiny
northwest Tennessee town, Democratic gubernatorial candidate Phil
Bredesen said he does not want a
state income tax.
Yet he later told a reporter he
will not commit to an anti-tax
pledge "because ultimately you
have to run the government —
that's what people elect you to do."
Bredesen and other candidates
in the 2002 gubernatorial race are
carefully crafting their stances on
the volatile tax reform issue, trying

to conform to a perceived public
aversion to new taxes even as legislators and Gov. Don Sundquist continue their struggle to fill a shortfall
of more than $200 million in this
year's state budget and come up
with at least double that for the
next fiscal year.
U.S. Rep. Van Hilleary, considered. the. front-runner for the GOP
nomination over former state Rep.
Jim Henry of Kingston, argues the
shortfall is nothing but a "fictitious
myth" put forth by backers of an
income tax.

•'Lights' ...
From Page 10

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Lamb Brothers
)Tree Service

A

1-800-821-6907

magma=

Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Eguipniiid
Tree & Stump
Removal

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

To Advertise Your Business Call
Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To
Get More Information.

Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

David's Cleaning
Services

South," "Campus Lights" is an entirely student-run and produced show
featuring the talents of MSU students as well as some members of the
community. Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota, the two music fraternities on campus, in conjunction with the department of music, present a
show every year to help raise funds for a four-year, full-tuition scholarship
awarded to an entering freshman.
Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota are hosting a reception on Jan. 26
for alumni of the two fraternities. Alumni are invited to the 6 p.m. event, to
be held in the Performing Arts Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Annex on campus. Those who plan to attend the reception are asked to R.S.V.P. to the
de_partrnent_ of music office at (270) 762-4288.
Tickets for Children of Eden are $7 for adults and $5 for students.
Tickets may be purchased at the door, or they may be reserved in advance.
Show dates and times are Jan 24-26 at 8 p.m., and Jan. 27 at 2 p.m.
For more information or ticket reservations, call the department of
music at (270) 762-4288.

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

"lb

ft.*

VISA

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270)759-4734

530

Services Offered

LAKE LAND PAINTING SPECIALIST,INC.
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
RESIDENTIAL,COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAI,
t,toeuctlizing in eastarn Workrnansniv
'hiM HOMES
IALCOATINGs
RREPHIENTs

•EAL `ARNIM'S
•10INT SEALANTS
ligEssifiEcilANI\G

'SKOP/4%11W
•EFOXYCOATINGS
:DECK &FENCE RESTO5ATI4 A

*3-D PAINTING IMAGE TECHNOLOGY
his Results Betio(' Y,urf mill Decision

270-753-6895
11 RI/l LtiTIM ATb • Fl
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
*For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
*Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets -Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

753-5827.
MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
NEEDING
AN EXPERIENCED
CARPENTER?
Professional background
includes over ten years on
commercial and residential
sites Detailed work to suit
your needs Call today for
an estimate 270/767-0035
or 270f752-0268

INSt ROCE11.

\FR: JIM 0581 RN

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
ROY HOLLAND'S
AUTO REPAIR
All Types of Auto Repairs
306 Industrial Road
Monday-Saturday
7 30am-5pm
753-0520
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

BUILDINGS
*STEEL
BUILDINGS
SALE: 5,000+
sizes
40x60x14,
$10,007;
50x 75x 14,
$13,082:
50x100x16,
$17,7265,
60x100x16. S19.653. Ministorage buildings, 40x160,
32 units, $16,914 Free
brochures www.sentinelbuildings.com.
Sentinel
Buildings. 800-327-0790,
Extension 79
FOR SALE
•AFFORDABLE•CONVENIENT WOLFF TANNING
BEDS.
Low
Monthly
Investments
Home
Delivery. FREE Color
Catalog Call Today
1-800-711-0158.
www np.etstan.com
•COMPLETE SATELLITE
SYSTEM with 2 receivers
installed for less than
$50.00 Call 502-254-0768
or 1-866-398-3474.
HELP WANTED

*TRAIN
AND
WORK
CLOSE
TO
HOME'
Choose from one of 7 Job
Corps centers across the
state and receive free
training right here in
Kentucky Job Corps staff
will help you plan your
career, find a great job
Free Column
close to home and earn
more money when you
NEED Home! Free'
graduate Get your GED or
5 abandon puppies looking high school diploma while
for a loving home. Have living on a Kentucky Job
1st shots & worming. Ap- Corps center. Residential
and non-residential proproximately 12 weeks old
grams available Ages 16Call evenings 759-4451
24
Call
1 -866-JOB
CORPS for more information about a center near
you'

FREE PALLETS
U-haul off Murray
Ledger & Times

753-1916

Ledger g Times]
Classifieds
270-753-1916

David's Home Improvement
'Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
•Install braces & floors joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers.
We Do All Kinds of Remodeling

David Gallimore, Owner

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewicie
Classifieds

MISCELLANEOUS
•INVENTORS-Product
Ideas Wanted! Have your
product developed by our
research and development
firm and professionally presented to manufacturers
Patent
Assistance
Free
Available
1-800-677Information
6382
MONEY TO
LEND/ LOANS
•MORTGAGE LOANS as
low as 5 756 fixed' Good
or bad credit Refinance.
Purchase. Contract for
deed, Consolidation Call
Pat Casada. Discount
Mortgage
Source
of
Louisville 1-866-491-101101

RESORTS RENTALS
•"GET MARRIED" SMOKY
MOUNTAINS, Areas Most
Beautiful
Chapels,
Ordained
Ministers.
Complete Arrangements,
Honeymoon/Family
Cabins,
Breathtaking
Views,
Fireplaces.
Weddings Arrangements
1-800-893-7274 Vacation
Lodging 1-800-634-5814
smokyweddings.corn

Statewide
Classifieds
•PAID CDL TRAINING get
paid while training for
placement with
major
trucking company. Earn big
money! Commonwealth
Truck Driving School. Call
toll free: 877-970-4043.
*ATTENTION! GET PAID
During Our 2-week, C.D.L.
Truck
Driver
Training
Locally!
of
Hundreds
Immediate Job Openings
in Kentucky! Earn $800 per
week! No Layoffs! 1-800688-7009.

M & T Painting
Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.

Lease options avail. (Zero

down.) Holiday orientation
pay. Burlington
Motor
Carriers 1-800-583-8809.
*DRIVERS.
Wanted
team/single drivers, 38-34
cents. Owner operators
needed and paid on `'./.
bases. Must have 2 years The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
5-Dynamic;
experienced, health insur- Have:
ance available, family type 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
atmosphere. Call 1-877893-7846.
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

A

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your diplomatic skills are in
demand and are desperately needed.

Call Us Today!

753-1916

BORN TODAY
Actor Denzel Washington (1954), 28th
president of the United States Woodrow
Wilson (1856), jazz pianist Earl "Fatha"
Hines (1903)

THAI'S CORNER

RESTAURANT
Celebrate The Holiday Season
with this Special Promotion
Buy one entree get another one
50% OFF every
Tuesday & Saturday lunch
Every Monday & Thursday
50% OFF appetizers
Happy. Hour 25% OFF beer
& wine from 4:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
everyday excluding buffet day,
Fri.'& Sat. from 7:30-9:30 p.m.
With a pariehof
frr tkaist
dse.from not spic y
to very spicyfood and special menu

Buffet every Wed. & Sun.
o(tyr 10% for senior all day everyday and 10% OFF for MSU students
for dinner only
(100% guarantee NO MSG USED IN FOOD).
Olympic Plaza (next to Gold Rush)

753-3328

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist • Eye Care Specialist
MURRAY
606 N. 12th St.
Behind Craek•r Darrel
753-6272

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-7594979

*DRIVERS: Solos up to
.34c, Teams up to .48C,
Contractors .81c all miles.

•ROMANTIC
CANDLELIGHT
WEDDINGS.
Ministers, •DRIVE THE BIG TRUCKS
Ordained
Elegantly Decorated. Full and make the big bucks! 'DRIVERS-HOME EVERY **** Your mood swings from
Heartland
Truck WEEKEND, No New York depressed to angry. True to your sign,
Service Chapel. PHOTOS, Call
VIDEOS, HONEYMOON Driving for 2 wk training 1- City. Company: Start up to you most likely feel more comfortable
CABINS_ Fourth Night 800-995-5832, 3360 Park .36c/mile,
Superior yelling and screaming than internalizing
Free. Gatlinburg. TN 1- Avenue, Paducah, KY.
Insurances and Benefits. your feelings. Don't worry, you won't
800-933-7464 www.sug- *DRIVE TRUCKS AND Owner
get any ulcers this way — although you
arlandweddings com. E- GET Benefits, Money,
Operato.83c/mil,
fuel surcharge.
might give ulcers! Tonight: Burn off
mail
weddings sugar- Stability! Call Top Gun Paid
steam doing errands, dancing or some
landweddings.corn
Driving Academy 1-888- Plate/Permits/Fuel Taxes,
645-8505, 5751 Briar Hill Reimburse Tolls/Scales. other physical activity.
TRUCK DRIVERS
Lease Purchase Program TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Rd., Lexington, KY
HELP WANTED
Available, 1-800-948-6766, *** You could be quite disconcerted
*ATTENTION DRIVERSwww.epestransport.corn
by someone and his or her decisions. You
NO EXPERIENCE NEC- *DRIVER, $1,500 Sign-On
also
might be affected by past emotions
-DRIVERS-OWNER
ESSARY'
TMC Bonus Up to 35c/mile
needed in a financial situation. How you tell
Transportation needs driv- starting Direct deposit OPERATORS
w/Hazmat Good someone you have had enough could jolt
ers. $650 guaranteed Tarp pay Assigned con- CDL
weekly. Potential to earn ventional 00's needed' MVR. 23 yrs of age or this person. Sometimes everyone needs
$900 per week or more Call Hornady Today! HIR- older. 1 yr. OTR experi- to establish limits. Tonight: First take
and still get home on ING ONLY THE BEST' ence. Call Bob Patrick at care of your budget.
800-523-4969 Ext. 127.
weekends! For CDL train- 800-441-4271 WET 135
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
LANDSTAR RANGER.
ing call 1-800-206-7364.
-DRIVER
TRAINEES
** You might be more senous than you
DRIVING realize. You
•$$$CAREER
TRAIN- NEEDED-Earn While You *TRUCK
also might not be up for tolINGSW 15 Day CDL Learn-Werner and other SCHOOL 'No Money erating someone's disruption or uproar.
Training 'Companies HIR- carriers are hiring. 15-Day Down 'Earn Up To $35,000
You clearly let someone know you have
ING TODAY" 'Earn up to Training Weekly home your first year '100% Job
Assistance had enough! What starts as a disagree$800 per Week 'Tuition time available. $650-$900 Placement
Tuition ment could wind up in a power play,
Reimbursement 'Benefits weekly, plus benefits Call 'Company
Reimbursement.
CALL whether you want it to or not. Tonight:
Available 'Get $$ While 1-800-309-0592
Training! 1-800-883-0171. 'DRIVER -COVENANT TOLL FREE 1-877-270- Chill out.
2902.
www.cdIweb.com
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
TRANSPORT No offering
•CDL TRAINING-Call For Per
Diem
Pay
for
* Take your time with someone in your
Details No Money Out Of Experienced Teams, Solos
life. You might have to change plans. An
Pocket, Earn Up to 42K and
Trainers.
0/0in-law or relative could be the source of
First Year, Benefits For You Solos/Teams 83c Plus fuel
the problem. Don't let a situation become
& Your Family. Meals & surcharge. Call 1 -888a runaway train if you can help it. You
Transportation Provided, MORE-PAY (1-888-667easily could be overwhelmed. Tonight.
Tuition
Reimbursement 3729)
Hide out.
Available, On The Spot
LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Job Placement. 800-219*DRIVERS, over the road,
7593.
* You might have a difficult time main35 States Flat w/sides.
taining your sunny ways right now
•DRIVERS-TRACTOR
late model conventionals
Review a problem with detachment, or
TRAILER 'Starting Pay 3 years experience $2,000
Scale 2910 .31 CPM 'Paid Sign On Bonus Start 34Cyou could find yourself in the middle of
Orientation 'Full Benefits'
38c mile+ benefits Call
the "War of the Roses." Avoid control
New Model Conventional (800) 444-6648
games of all sorts. Be honest with yourTractors 'Quality Home
*DRIVERS Owner operaself. Tonight: Let off steam with fnends.
Time 'Regional & OTR
tors & drivers for 0/0,
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Drivers Needed 'Must
Class A CDL with Hazmat,
** Tension could build with superiors
Have
Class A CDL small
fleets welcomed, 53'
as well as with family members. You
W/HazMat
NO STU- vans
& 48 flatbeds,
might be nght that you cannot juggle
DENTS PLEASE
mileage pay-loaded &
demands simultaneously. Still, give it a
Call Arctic Express
empty
L&N
800-927-0431
shot, because in the long run, it might be
Transportation,
Inc
www.arcticexpress corn,
important to know that you tried.
Louisville. KY 1-800-632P.0 Box 129,
Someone could be angry. Tonight: In the
4332
Hilliard, OH 43026
limelight.

Will Do Insurance Work

731447-5422

Statewide
Classifieds

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Fnday.
Dec. 28, 2001:
Expect to assert yourself this year. Others
could be so wound up with their lives
that you frequently feel as if you're not
heard. You might need to learn the balance between swallowing your anger and
throwing tantrums. Actually, if you learn
the art of expressing difficult feelings,
you will allow many to develop a closeness to you. Work commands a great deal
of attention and focus. Hard work will
literally "pay off," but you might need to
wait for a year or so for it to really happen. If you are single, you will meet
many people. Dating also tests your people skills, though you are likely to meet
someone very important. If attached,
work on your interpersonal skills by
signing up for a course together. GEMINI can be hard on you.

Flow with a change of plans, eyeing all
that you can do, as opposed to all that
you cannot do. Go off and get some exercise, or take a walk. Reduce stress.
Tonight: Make merry with your fnends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** After recent money struggles, you
could wind up making a resolution to
change what goes on financially in 2002.
With creativity you might be able to
change your direction. Be careful with a
loved one, be it a child, lover or potential
suitor. Tempers flare. Tonight: Listen to
someone; say little.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** Play it low-key as others fire up.
Perhaps recent stress has been too much
for everyone. Be honest with yourself.
Aren't you a bit saturated? Focus on your
work rather than on the negatives. Take
some time to decide what New Year's
resolution would be significant. Tonight:
Go along with someone.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Much of what spouts out of others'
mouths proves to be significant, giving
you a lot of insight. Don't get involved in
power struggles or in someone else's bad
mood. Also, decide not to take what others say personally. Focus on your work.
Clear out extra paperwork. Tonight:
Squeeze in some much-needed R&R.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You inadvertently find yourself
struggling between two different people
or factors in your life. You can't win,
because you're between a rock and a
hard place. You might opt to go off on a
spending spree to alleviate some of the
tension. Tonight: Treat yourself well, as
long as you're going overboard!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** You might not be sure why you are
angry. However, you do need to vent and
clear out your frustration. Be careful with
a boss or someone in charge. Be clear as
to what is getting to you. Don't smack
the cat when you would like to scream at
your lover. Tonight: Vanish.

MAYFIELD
10211 Medical Ctr. Cirde
Lasksse Purchase Modkal
251-4545

Office Hours By Appointment
Most Insurancos Accepted

1-800-272-9477

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has
a double hernia so bad that his penis
is inverted, making sex impossible.
He promised before our marriage to
have corrective surgery and that
hasn't happened. I am angry. Do you
have a solution?
DEAR READER: This is more complicated than it seems.
To begin with, your husband's hernias are an implausible cause of his
sexual difficulties. Nonetheless, he
should have them repaired before
they strangulate (become wedged)
and cause major consequences. In my
view, the hernias and the sexual problem are two separate entities.
From the tone of your question, I
gather that things are not going well
on the home front. You mention broken promises and anger, two important ingredients in marital discord.
So, perhaps, while your husband is
deliberating his options, some counseling might help you. I believe that
you may need to deal more effectively
with your expectations and anger.
For example, you cannot "make"
your husband seek medical attention
if he is unwilling to do so. This may be
crazy, but it's his craziness, not yours.
On the other hand, you do have control over your own attitude. With
counseling, you will be able to obtain a
healthier perspective on your dilemma. As your husband sees you taking
care of your own feelings and dealing
more realistically with your frustration, he may be more motivated to
search out the help he needs.
In the meantime, I urge you to communicate openly and honestly. This is
an important approach for both of you
if the marriage is to survive, much
less improve.
To give you related information, I

CALL

1:111111111E IHIU
MOVERS
OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC.

(270) 753-9500

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: Would you please
reprint the letter from Sister
H.P.M. of St. Paul, Minn.? In a
nation of so much unrest since Sept.
11, and the tragedies of the school
shootings in the recent past, now is
the time for America's teachers to
take action. Sometimes one small
gesture of caring is enough to let
people know they are appreciated
and important.
FAITHFUL READER,
MONROE,MICH.

am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Hiatal Hernia." Other readers who would like a copy should send
;2 plus a long, self-addressed,
DEAR READER: Thank you
stamped envelope to Newsletter, P.O. for requesting that inspiraBox 167, Wickliffe, OH 94092-0167. Be tional letter. Fm pleased to run
sure to mention the title.
it again:
DEAR DR. GOTT: About a year ago,
I had a malignant tumor removed
DEAR ABBY: I have been
from my tongue. At the same time, the retired from teaching for many
surgeon excised and analyzed lymph years and would like to share a
glands from my neck. Fortunately, lesson I learned that stands out in
they were free of cancer, so I required my memory like no other.
no further treatment. Immediately folI was young, teaching math at
lowing surgery, however, I noticed a the junior high school level. We had
bitter metallic taste that has persist- worked hard on a new concept all
ed. My doctor cannot explain this con- week and the students were very
dition and I feel hopeless. Any stressed. They were frowning, frusthoughts?
trated and carping at each other
DEAR READER: Not being your and me. Wanting to stop the crankisurgeon, who is familiar with your ness before it got out of hand, I
case, I'd have to guess that your asked the students in the room to
symptom is a consequence of the take out two sheets of paper and list
operation. The tongue is richly sup- the names of the other students in
plied with nerve endings and, I sus- the room, leaving space between
pect, the taste you are experiencing is each name. Then I told them to
think of the nicest thing they could
probably the result of minor nerve say about each of their classmates
damage that was unavoidable. Such and write it down. It took the
damage is a common complication of remainder of the class period to
tongue surgery and may regress with finish the assign. lent. When the
time — or may be permanent.
students handed me the papers and
While I appreciate how annoying left, they seemed more relaxed.
the symptom must be, you are truly
That weekend, I wrote the name
fortunate in other ways. Tongue can- of each student on a separate sheet
cer is particularly difficult to treat of paper and listed what the stubecause it often invades lymph glands dents had said about that individin and around the neck. Evidently, ual. On Monday, I gave each stuyours was discovered early enough dent his or her list. Before long,
and treated successfully before it had everyone was smiling. "Really?" I
a chance to spread.
heard one whisper. "I never knew
Therefore, your taste problem may that I meant anything to anyone.""I
be simply a trade-off for becoming didn't know anyone liked me that
cancer-free. Don't, for Heaven's sake, much!"
feel hopeless; the situation might well
The assignment was never menhave turned out less favorably. I tioned again, but it didn't matter,
believe that your bitter taste would be because the exercise had accommore bearable if you tried to develop plished its purpose. The students
an attitude of gratitude. Your doctor
felt better about themselves and
apparently did a good job.
each other.
Years later, I was asked to
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
attend the funeral of one of those
students, a promising young man
even when I taught him in junior
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LOOK WHAT THE BROWNES
SEPT! LET'S CALL RIGHT
Now AND THANK THEM!

LOOKING BACK

high school. I was deeply saddened
by his untimely death in Vietnam.
The church was packed with
"Mark's" friends, many of whom
had been his classmates and students of mine.
After the funeral, I and many of
Mark's former classmates were
invited to his parents' house. They
approached me and said, "We want
to show you something. Mark was
carrying this when he was killed."
His father pulled something from a
wallet. It was the list of all the good
things Mark's classmates had said
about him. "Thank you so much for
doing that," Mark's mother said.
"As you can see, Mark treasured it."
A group of Mark's classmates
overheard the exchange. One
smiled sheepishly and said, "I still
have my list. It's in my diary." "I
put mine in our wedding album,"
said another. "I bet we all saved
them," said someone else. "I carry
mine with me at all times."
That's when I finally cried. The
lesson my former students taught
me that day became a standard in
every class I taught for the rest of
my career.
SISTER H.P.M.,
ST. PAUL,MINN.

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of shoppers at the Murray K-Mart which
was opened at an earlier time.
Checking out shoppers is Judy
Borge, checker.
Births reported include a girl to
Melissa and Keith Little and a girl
to Jeanne and James York, Dec. 19;
girl to Joy and James smith, Dec.
20.
In high school basketball games
Calloway Laker girls won over
Murray Tiger girls and Murray Tiger boys won over Calloway Laker
boys. High team scorers were Anne
Paul and Gibson for Calloway and
R. Hornbuckle and B.J. Jenkins for
Murray.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Murray
Electric System employees James
Walker and George Ligon removing
holiday decorations from around the
courtsquare.
A feature story and picture about
Mike Ward, newly elected commonwealth attorney for the 42nd judicial district, are published. The
story and picture were by Staff
Writer and Photographer Matt
Sanders.
DEAR SISTER H.P.M.: Your
Births reported include a boy to
students were fortunate,
MC
aid Mrs. Dale Howard, Dec;
indeed. They learned at an
early age that "Good words are 13, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rick
worth much, and cost little." Fish, Dec. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayborne Jones
(George Herbert, 1593-1633)
were married 50 years Dec. 24.
***
Thirty years ago
Dear Abby is written by Pauline
Three
armed men wearing knit
Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
ski masks robbed the Farmers Bank
& Trust Co. at Puryear, Tenn., Dec.
***
24, and escaped with somewhat less
than $20,000, according W.F. Cary

bank president.
Marine Pvt. Carl 1. Woods, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Woods,
Rt. 4, Murray, graduated from recruit training at Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Chris V. McCuiston were married for 70 years Dec.
22.
Forty years ago
Army 2nd Lt. William H. Aden
has completed an eight-week officer
orientation course at the Infantry
School at Fort Benning, Ga.
Edna Darnell, regional librarian,
said 139 new books have been
added to the Calloway County Public Library.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby McDowell, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Mitchum, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. A.E. Ballentine, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.. Jerry
Bibb, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Green and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Coy.
Fifty years ago
Three persons have died from injuries sustained in a car-truck accident on the highway just south of
Puryear, Tenn. They were Ann Williams, 16, Henry, Tenn., Claude
Hamilton, 45, Puryear, and Wright
Petty, 45, Paris, Tenn.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Carr and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Zane Coleman,
Dec. 17.
A.C. Jackson has sold his lease
on the National Hotel to Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Puryear. Jackson had
operated the hotel since 1940.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TODAY IN HISTORY

Opening Lead Quiz
You are South, and the bidding has gone:
North East
South West
1+
Pass
Pass
Pass
3+
1V
Pass
Pass
5+
Pass
4+
Pass
Which card would you lead
in each of the following four
hands?
1.•K7 V Q987•KJ92 +753
2.•109742 V 765•K3 + A82
3. 4 Q963 V 8643•QJ5 + 63
4. 4 J10986 V 8•9874 4 K74
***
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1. Three or five of clubs.
Generally speaking, defense is
either active or passive. In some
cases you attack on opening lead,
while in others you play safe by
avoiding a lead that might cost
your side a trick.
Here the danger of losing a
trick by any lead but a trump is
self-evident. Your partner can't
have much in high cards,so your
best chance to defeat the contract lies in passive defense. The
idea is to get off lead safely and
let declarer work out his own
salvation.
2. King of diamonds. This is
certainly an unusual lead, but on
balance it offers the best chance
to beat the contract.
You hope partner has the ace
or queen of diamonds and that
your side can score two diamonds,
or a diamond and a diamond ruff,

plus the ace of trumps. This might
prove to be a pipe dream, yet no
other opening lead is more likely to
succeed. If your admittedly aggressive lead proves ineffective, there is
a good chance no other lead would
have turned out better.
3.Queen ofdiamonds.This time
you must rely on partner for tricks,
and your best shot is to try to develop a trick or two in diamonds for
your side. If partner has either the
king or ace, you are well on the way
tofinding declarer's mostlikely weak
spot.
The heart situation looks especially bad, so your aim should be to
develop your side's hypothetical diamond tricks before declarer can develop dummy's heart tricks. Accordingly, you make an attacking lead.
4. Eight of hearts. There's not
much hope of stopping the contract
unless you can get a heart ruff, and
you know you're going to regain the
lead with the club king before trumps
can be drawn. Your best hope is that
partner has a quick entry of some
kind; if he hasn't, you have little
chance of beating five clubs.
Ordinarily, the top card of a sequence(in the present case, the jack
of spades) is an attractive opening
lead. But here — with a singleton
heart and K-x-x of trumps behind
declarer— the singleton lead is much
more likely to be successful. Practically all you need from partner is an
ace.

Tomorrow: A futile gesture.
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42 Payment for
release
45 Blanket
wrap
49 Europe-Asia
border range
50 Cultural
Revolution
figure
52 Actor
Guinness
53 "Runaway
Bride" costar
54 Flub
55 Dotty
56 Responds
57 MD assistants
58 Golden Rule
word

ACROSS
1 Round
veggies
5 That woman
8 — -carotene
12 Spindle
13 Jurist Fortas
14 Imitated
15 Actress
Hayworth
16 Peacock
network
17 Library slogan
18 Packed away
20 Makes a
sound
22 Fair grade
23 Feel remorse
24 Way
27 Try too hard
31 Bench
32 Southeast
Asian
33 Creaks
37 Irritating
40 Here, for
monsieur
41 Khan of note
1
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Dec. 27, the
36 1st day of 2001. There are four
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 27, 1979, Soviet forces
seized control of Afghanistan.
President Hafizullah Amin. who
was overthrown and executed, was
replaced by Babrak Karmal.
On this date:
In 1831. naturalist Charles Darwin set out on a voyage to the Pacific aboard the HMS Beagle.(Darwin's discoveries during the trip
helped to form the basiS of his theories on evolution.)
In 1900, militant prohibitionist
Carry A. Nation carried out her first
public smashing of a bar, at the
Carey Hotel in Wichita, Kan.
In 1927. the musical play "Show
Boat,- with music by Jerome Kern
and libretto by Oscar Hammerstein
II. opened at the Ziegfeld Theater in
New York.
In 1932, Radio City Music Hall
opened in New York.
In 1947. the children's television
program "Howdy Doody" made its
debut on NBC.
In 1968, Apollo 8 and its three
astronauts made a safe, nighttime
splashdown in the Pacific.
In 1970, "Hello, Dolly!" closed
on Broadway after a run of 2,844
performances.
One year ago: Software engineer
Michael McDermott pleaded innocent to seven counts of murder in
the shooting deaths of seven coworkers the day before at an Internet consulting company in Wakefield. Mass.

(Calloway. Graves & Marshall)
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11 Tacks on
19 Want-ad abbr
21 Famed
pharaoh
24 Fuelconsumption
meas.
25 Always. to
Whitman
26 Duo
28 MacGraw of
the movies
29 Songwriter
Janis
30 Egg drink
34 Walkways
35 Sgt. for one
36 Barely boil
37 Mist and
steam
38 It may be
fragile
39 Kubla Khan
site
42 Toupees,
slangily
43 Zone
44 Not any
46 Plaid wearers
47 Hoist
48 Prefix for pod
51 Queen Aleta's
son

Rest of KY/TN
(Puryear. Buchanan & Pans)
3 mo.
$65.00
6 mo.
$80.00
.$110.00
1 yr
Other Mail Subscriptions
$70.00
3 mo.
6 mo.
$85.00
....5130.00
1 yr.
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Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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(270)753-1916

DEC 2 7 2001

Who Will Arrive First in 2002?
CONTEST RULES
1. Winning Baby must be the first baby born in 2002 at MURRAY CALLO WAY COUNTY HOSPITAL.
2. Exact time of birth must be certified by attending physician.
3. Parents must come by the MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES to receive a list of prizes.
4. Gifts must be picked up by April 1, 2002.

To:
Mr or Miss 2002

To:
Mr. or Miss 2002

Uaby's 3irst
Picture 3rame

$20 Gift Certificate

$50 Gift Certificate

FOOD GIANT

Pierl imports

ad &laddie

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
753-8322

1205-B Chestnut St.
Murray

'11): Mom & Dad

Two Dinners

of your choice with buffet and beverage

Bel-Air
Center

.

753-0440

or Miss

0: MOM &
Two All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti Buffets
including drink

Gift Certificate

Cradle and All
Cousistaineist Boutique
Children's & Weasine's Moire!
Horne Decor Accessories
200 North 4th • 759-0146

To: Mr or Miss 2002

lb: Mr. or Miss 2002

Silver Baby RatM

$50 US Savings Bond

Member FDIC

lb: Mr. or Miss

lb: ME or Miss

$10.00 Wal-Mart
Gift Certificate

Picture Frame
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1503 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky
(270)753-9356
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753-5626

301 N.12th • University Square
Murray, KY
on.-Fri. 9-5; Sat. 9-4 • 759-101

1. Mr or Miss 2002
A New Savings Account
Is Waiting For You

To: Mr. or Miss 2002

A SpecialBaby Afbutn
Awaits You!

4L1NION
PLANTERS
BANK

inger's Hallmark
Shoppes0 Away

. Mom & Dad

640 N. 12th St.

Three-month
subscription to

LEDGEROLTIME
ti WNW

To: Mr or Miss 2002
2 Weeks Free with

1 Year Enrollment

It Takes A Village
hildcare Center, Inc.
1406 B N. 12th St. • At The Village
1270) 762-0210

Small Ice Cream
Cake
Ashby's Sterling
Ice Cream
N.12th St.• 753-3111

Pedicure
Ceta's
eeauty Salon
1600 Dodson Ave
753-8282
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